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ALL BALKANS IS
SWEPT BY
WAR
noon closed his eyes. The many hours
he has been able to rest is declared
by the physicians to be the best med-
icine for him and he was allowed to
sleep as long as he wished.
Once during the night the colonel
was visited by Mrs. Roosevelt, who
occupies the room adjoining. She had
been awakened by the entrance of the
nurse into the colonel's room to take
his clinical record. ;
She remained only a short time as
MRS. ROOSEVELT IS
A BOSS DECLARES HER
HUSBAND THEODORE
$118,005.72
WAS ALL THAT
MUNSEY TELLS OF CONTRIBUTIONS
TO HOOSEVELT FUND THE TAFT
FORCES HAD MCP.E MONEY THAN
THEY COULD USE
SHE HAS TAKEN COMPLETE CHARGE AND HE HAS TO OBEY HER WHILE
PHYSICIANS PIN THEIR FAITH
.
TO HER INFLUENCE TO? KEEP THE
CONONEL IN BED UNTIL HE IS SAFE
NOT YET OUT OF DANGER SAYS
DR. MURPHY AND HIS STAFF
SIS!p
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which have been sent to her father,
and visited the wards, distributing
them to patients. Each gift came as
a present from Colonel Roosevelt.
Although Colonel Roosevelt is al-
ready looking forward to the time
X S X X X X. X X S X S
X Chicago, 111.," Oct. 17. The X
X most bulletin ' yet X
X issued by the physicians concern- - X
X ing Colonel Roosevelt's condi-- X
X tion was given at 1 o'clock. It X
X read: X
X "Pulse. teniDerature. and res-- X
X piration normal. Blood count X
X has dropped to normal. Breath- - X
X ing seems easier. X
X "DR. J. B. MURPHY, X
X "DR. ALEXANDER LAMBERT, X
X "DR. SCURRY TERRELL." XXXXXXXXXXX'XX
Chicago, III., Oct. 17. The third
day of Colonel Roosevelt's stay in
Mercy hospital was passed like a
quiet day at home in the midst of his
family. The dread of serious devel
opment was largely allayed, although
his physicians were careful to say
that their patient was by no means
out of danger.
It will require another day of wait
ing for symptoms of sepsis before the
surgeons, If there is no change for
the worse, will be able to say "all is
well."
Mrs. Roosevelt maintained her vig-
il at the bedside of her husband. She
decreed that no visitors were to see
Colonel Roosevelt during the day be:
cause he had not slept during the
morning. Her decree was accepted
without question, although the colonel
complained smilingly that she did not
Dr. John B. Murphy, Chicago's fa
mous surgeon, chief physician of the
staff at the colonel's bedside.
give him opportunity to say anything
about it.
"This fight for the rule of the peo-
ple is all a sham," he said, with a
laugh. "Here I am a victim of ma-
chine rule myself."
But there was no appeal from the
verdict of Mrs. Roosevelt and no one
was admitted to the colonel's room
except Miss Ethel Roosevelt.
Miss Roosevelt, who at first showed
most evidence of being seriously dis-
turbed, had lost the worried look of
yesterday, and busied herself about
the hospital like a Sister of Charity.
She took charge of the surplus of
gifts, principally flowers, and books,
,r
FIRST PICTURE OF SCHRANK.
Here's John.' Schrank, who shot Theodore Roosevelt
Monday night Mrom top to toe a striking character study.
in Milwaukee
when he can leave the hospital, his
physicians are not permitting his ap-
parent improvement to influence them
in making promises.
Within an hour, Dr. Lambert said
today, symptoms of blood poisoning
might develop, in which case, the en-
tire situation would be altered. Time
must be given for the broken rib to
set, as it is not unlikely that
Colonel Roosevelt will be detained in
the hospital for another week. The
physicians are depending on the in-
fluence of Mrs. Roosevelt to keep him
in bed until danger of a set back is!
passed.
It is Col. Roosevelt's own way of
living which makes the physicians re-
luctant to release him at an early
date, for they fear that, once he were
out of the hospital he would be drawn
back into the campaign and with any-- i
thing like his customary amount of
work he would suffer as a conse
quence.
Shortly after 2 o'clock, Col. Cecil
Lyon went to the hospital with an au
tomobile and took for a drive Mrs.
Longworth, Miss Roosevelt, Dr. Ter
rell and J. W. McGrath, the colonel's
secretary.
Mrs. Roosevelt decided to remain
at the hospital.
Chicago, 111., Oct. 17. Six phy
sicians, making the most extended
survey of Colonel Roosevelt's condi- -
tion' attemnted sin his flrrivi t
Merev hosnital this morning fmmd the
condition of the wounded man the best
that could be expected and renewed
their assurance that there was no
longer cause for worry.
It also positively was announced
that Colonel Roosevelt would not
leave the hospital until at least after
Sunday.
The physicians' bulletin said:
Pulse, 72; temperature, 98.3; res
piration, 18 all night. Wound dressed,
looks well, some oozing. Examination
of lungs by Dr. Alexander Lambert
shows lungs in good condition; gen-
eral condition splendid. The case is
progressing so favorable that until
some complications occur, the bullet
will not be removed at present. .
(Signed) Dr. John B. Murphy, Dr.
Arthur D. Bevan, Dr. Alexander Lam
'bert, Dr. Scurry L. Terrell.
The bulletin was timed 9:05 a. m.
During the night, the colonel passed
most of the time in sleep and only on
rare occasions did he awaken and
then for a few moments at a time.
From 11 o'clock on he was asleep
most of the time until 4 o'clock this
morning when he awoke, declaring he
"had had a bully sleep," would not
read because he wished to remain
quiet and do so until it was time for
his sponge bath. He said he intended
to be fully awake when seven o'clock
came so that he could have his break-
fast, for which he already was be-
ginning to feel the need.
Instead af having his bath a little
before 7 o'clock the colonel decided
he had not had enough .sleep, and his
nurse helped him to turn and he again
IN ROOSEVELT'S BODY.
Washington, D. C, Oct. 17. Frank
A. Munsey, the publisher, today tes-
tified to the Clapp committee that his
total contributions to Colonel Roose-
velt's campaign this year had been
$118,005.72. His con-
tributions to the national compalgn
totaled $G7,000 and the balance was
given to state committee.
A copy of the republican national
committee's bank account in 1904 at
the Fourth National bauk, of New
York, placed in evidence before the
Clapp committee today B'.iowed one
deposit of $240,000 during the latter
days of October of that year. That
was the sum of the disputed "Hani-man- "
fund and the approximate time
of its collection.
Lavish use of money by the sup-
porters of President .Tuft in the Mich
igan primary campaign was charged
before the Clapp committee today by
James O. Murfin, a Detroit lawyer.
Murfln said that when he and Cap-
tain Alger raised $150u and offered it
to John D. McKay, in charge of the
Taft campaign, McKay said he had
plenty of money more than he had
ever had before in any campaign.
Murfin testified he understood Mc-
Kay to say that candidates for dele-
gates to the county conventions were
holding him up "for as much as $300
each."
"It is a matter of general knowledge
that the primaries in Detroit this year
were the most corrupt on both sides
that was ever known," said Murfin. "It
was as bad on one side as the other,
but our people were the most skillful
and we got the delegates.
"I asked Charles B. Warren how
much money was to be used in Wayne
county. He asked me how much 1
thought was necessary. I told him
that not more than $2500 could be
spent honestly. He told me Mr. Mc-
Kay insisted on having $5000 before
he started. 'W61!,"i said, 'We'll have
a rotten campaign and we did," de-
clared the witness, emphatically.
"It was the worst campaign we
ever saw."
"Why senators," he exclaimed, an-
swering Senator Pomerene, "both
fides bartered for those delegates like
so many sheep. Some of them accept-
ed money from both sides. Of course,
I don't know the details but that was
the general situation."
"Who would know the details?" ask-
ed Senator Pomerene.(
"John D. McKay?-..-
George B. Cortelyou, chairman of
the national committee in 1904 was
questioned about John D. Archbold's
testimony that the Standard Oil com-
pany contributed $100,000 to the re-
publican fund that year. Mr. Cortel--i
you said the question had been
brought to his attention by letters and
telegrams from President Roosevelt
in the last few days of the campaign
of 1904.
When he spoke to Treasurer Bliss
about it the latter had said there had
been no such contributions.
"I told the president just what Mr.
Bliss told me," he said.
Mr. Cortelyou said he never asked
J. P. Morgan for any contribution for
any purpose.
Mr. Cortelyou said he knew little of
the Harriman fund but insist-
ed it was raised entirely for the New
York state committee. He denied that
early in the 1904 campaign he had
promised E. B. O'Dell, Jr., $500,000
for the state campaign j,n.TM fi.t.i- wilt npn n iih.ii uiuei-- '
ed the books of the 1904 campaign de- -
stroyed or that any gathering or
"committee" of New York financiers
, r, underwrite the reDUb- -
lican campaign. He disagreed with
George R Sheldon s estimate ttiat. 16
per cent of the 1904 republican fund
wnH rnntrlhnted bv corporations and
declared'"-th- e bulk yf the fund was
given by large individual'' contributors.
Mr. Cortelyou defended his conduct
of the 1904 campaign ' and replied
vigorously to criticism of his appoint-
ment as chairman, following his serv-
ice as secretary of commerce and
iaDor wjh supervision of the bureau
of corporations he protested he knew
the "secrets of
corporations" and wished to shoulder
all hia associates on
comraitytee. PreBident RooB0.
trsH ...on nn unlive In the man a ee
meat of the 1904 campaign, he said.
he assured her he "was feeling just
fine."
The colonel's breakfast consisted of
bacon, three soft boiled eggs, buttered
toast, and a pot of tea. When he or-
dered it he complained because he
said he was feeling so well he was
sure it would not be near enough for
a man who already was "almost well."
Mrs. Roosevelt had breakfast with
her husband. Hospital attaches took
from the patient's arm a few drops
of blood at 8:15 and departed for the
laboratory to make the count of
leucocytes.
After this had been done, and he
had been comfortably settled in bed,
he sent for the papers, which he read
with interest. He inquired as to the
time and a small clock was placed on
a table within his view.
The mirror Colonel Roosevelt uses
for shaving was lying nearby and he
raised it to catch a reflection of the
city outside his window. He lies with
the light from the window coming
Henry F. Cochems, the former Wis-
consin football star, who jumped in
fiont of Colonel Roosevelt after the
shot had been fired,;,and who then
jumped upon Schrauk...
over his left shoulder. His room being
on the west side of the building, he
could not judge by the light in the
room whether it was a clear or cloudy
day until he hit upon observing it
through a mirror.
"This is great weather," he said to
Blanche .Welle; his hurse, who was
arranging the dressings to be adjusted
when the physicians make their morn- -
m examuiuuun.
lis a sname 10 De uea up nere in
such weather as this."
He glanced at Mrs. Roosevelt, who
had joined him in looking over the pa-
pers. She smiled quizzically at him
and shook her head a trifle.
"She's boss," he smiled to the nurse,
picking up his papers again.
A steam fitting made an annoying
noise in the tiny ante room of his
apartment and the house plumber
came up to fix it. He made elaborate
preparations not to make any noise
to such an extent, in fact, that he was
... . .Amert hi. iviarun, a iormer iooidhu
mnvpr. w ColonP.l Rnn8P.vfilt'B aec-- 1
retary, who jumped from the colo-- !
enl's automobile, grabbed the would-- 1
i j ,j
shot being fired.
not making much progress. His em-
barrassment caught the eye of the
colonel, who said:
"Oh! don't mind me. Go right ahead
and fix it.. Don't be afraid to make a
little noise. I'm used to It."
THE WOUNDS.
, (By a Physician).
Lincoln, Garfield and McKiniey, the
three assassinated presidents of the
United States, were all shot with re
volvers. The assassin fired from the
rear upon Lincoln and Garfield, and ,
from front upon McKiniey. Garfield
and McKiniey were each wounded j
The attack on Lincoln was made by,
John Wilkes Booth, actor, while Lin- -
coin and his family were sitting in a
box at Ford's theater, Washington, on
the evening of April 14, 1865. The as-
sassin entered the box from the rear
and discharged the pistol at the head
of the president. The ball entered
Lincoln's brain, and he never regained
consciousness. He was carried .across
the street to a residence, where he
died, the next morning at 7 o'clock.
Many comparisons have been made
on the wounds of President Garfield
and President McKiniey. Both men
were operated upon by expert sur--
(Continued on page four).
TURKEY THROWS DOWN GAUNTLET
AND TAKES. ALL THE LITTLE
STATES ON FOR A FINISH FIGHT
London, Oct. 17. War today be
came general throughout the Balkan
peninsula. Turkey, which for a week
or more has been fighting with Monte-
negro this morning issued a formal
declaration of hostilities against Ser-vi- a
and Bulgaria.
Greece, for Borne reason, was not
mentioned in the official document
to the Servian and Bulgarian
legations- at Constantinople. Fight
ing between the Turkish and Greek
armies has begun on the frontier.
The omission of Greece from the
declaration of war was doubtless dic-
tated by Kiamil Pasha, president of
the council of state, real head of the
Turkish government. He has been
desirous all along of avoiding a fight
with Greece, whose Interests, as he j
recently told the breek premier, are
identical with those of Turkey. He
also desired to cede the island of Crete
to Greece.
In her declaration of war, Turkey
places the blame on Bulgaria and
Servia, whose recent actions she says
forced her to take the decisive step,
although she was desirous of peace.
The British cabinet held a long ses
sion today to discuss the French pro
posal for a conference of the powers.
It was also said that the British gov-
ernment was supporting the efforts
being made td raise a Turkish loan in
London, but this was denied at the
foreign office. Leopold de Rothschild
has made several visits to Premier h
lately and it was said that these
were connected with the project of a
Turkish loan.
Sofia, Oct. 17. King Ferdinand,
with his staff, has left for the head-
quarters of the Bulgarian army near
the Turkish frontier. It is believed
he wijl issue a proclamation to the
nation or make a formal declaration
oC war from that position.
Constantinople, Oct. 17. Hostilities
were opened at half past two this
morning by Turkish troops at various
points on the Bulgarian and Servian
frontiers.
,y
The divisions of the Turkish army
were ordered to make a simultaneous
forward movement.
In giving the order for a general
advance, the Ottoman war minister
mentioned only that the movement
was to be made against the frontiers
of Bulgaria and Servia. There is a
powerful Turkish army concentrated
near the Greek frontier, but this has
not yet been put into the motion.
The Ottoman government today
handed the Servian and Bulgarian
ministers here their passports and
they will leave immediately.
The formal declaration of war
against Servia and Bulgaria was pub-
lished by the Turkish government to-
day.
Belgrade, Servia, Oct. 17. Two hun-
dred Arnaut tribesmen were killed
tcday in a battle with Servian troops
on the frontier near Priepolie in the
northern part of Sanjak of Novikzjar.The tribesmen attacked but were
repulsed bjr the Servians. King Peterleft today for Nish.
Algiers, Oct. 17. An escort of four
Greek destroyers is conveying theGreek steamer, Macedonia, with
Greeks, Bulgarians and Servians on
board, who are returning from Am-
erica to join their regiment to fight
against the Turks. She carries also
a large cargo of ammunition.
Athens, Greece, Oct. 17 Fightingbetween the Greek army and the
Turkish forces stationed along the
frontier began early today.
A daring feat was accomplished to--
day by the commanders of the Greek
gunboats A and n Thev nm a
dash af 2 a. m. to force the Turkish
DiocKaae at the narrow entrance to
the gulf of Arta, one side of which
is Turkish and the other Greek.
T wer
u,.ii uuuuuiei mo
entrance, and a heavy fire was direct- -
cu wuicn reiurnea witn
spirit. They succeeded in fighting
their way through and finally reach-
ed the Greek town of Vonilza, on the
southern shore of the bay, with very
little damage.
ANSWERED.
The answers given to the baby's
appeal in yesterday's issue for clothes
to keep away the chill of winter that
lies just ahead have been both quick
and free. It may be noted too, but:
It is not wondered at, that these re--:
sfonse8 .have come rm average
wif sympathies have
been awakened and who "have come
to help." Humanity, real humanity,
lives in the hearts of just the every
day citizen, which is responsive to
the call of help for the helpless or
the one In want. It is refreshing to
see hew quickly the answer came to
the appeal of the baby who just ask-
ed to be warm.
.Subscribe for the Santa Fe New
Mexican, the paper that boosts all
the time and works for the upbuild-
ing of our new State.
of Pennsylvania, who trained the
American champions at the last Olym-
pic games, is seriously ill at hla
heme here, and his physicians, whilo
not acknowledging it openly, fear he
may not recover.
LETTER AS EVIDENCE.
Indianapolis, Ind., Oct. 17. A letter
written by Olaf A. Tveltmoe, San
Francisco, to Frank M. Ryan, presi-
dent of the Iron Workers union, "for
Christmas presents to the Pacific
coast," was identified by C. C. Camp-
bell, assistant cashier of a San Fran-
cisco bank, at the "dynamite conspir-
acy" today. The witness, as secretary-treasur- er
of the Buildings Trades
Council of California, kept an ac
count at the bank. The government
charges that Tveltmoe referred to
the Los Angeles explosions when he
wrote "Christmas presents" and that
the Llewellyn Iron Works explosion
on Christmas day, 1910, was solicited
by Tveltmoe at a meeting with Ryan
in St. Louis, after the Los Anegeles
Times explosion.
WAS TREATED IN CHICAGO.
CHARGED WITN
PASSING A
BAD CHECK
John C. Tinker formerly editor of
the Taos Recorder, is in jail here on
the charge of issuing a worthless
check for $35 on a Taos bank and
cashing it in Santa Fe.
Tinker was arrested in Albuquerque
and brought here for trial. District
Attorney Alexander Read was work-
ing on the case this morning and
Tinker may be arraigned before Judge
Abbott this morning.
It is said that Tinker has left a
trail of checks around this city and
his trial may prove most interesting.
It appears that Tinker obtained the
money on his $35 check drawn to
"myself by having the endorsement
of a local priest of prominence on the
check. It is alleged that Tinker for-
ged this endorsement finding that he
could not borrow the money.
MIKE MURPHY VERY ILL.
Philadelphia, Oct. 17 Mike Mur-
phy, veteran coach of the University
HOSPITAL WWER ROOSEVELT
DIAGRAM SHOWING COURSE OF BULLET
T
f i!
sfBm w U, U i
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Th,ma. W. I.awson. of Boston, told,1"1'""' JUB-- every aay cnap ana
the Clapp committee today he nnder-- J
stood that the Standard Oil company
"had contributed heavily" to Alton
B.' Parker's campaign for the presi-
dency of 1904. He said he had once
supplied "proof in a general way" that
the company had spent $500,000 to
$700,000 la Mr. Parker's behalf."
Mr. Laweon testified he had spent
$100,000 for advertising for Colonel
Roosevelt's campaign
and that he "knew in a general way" .
that Wall street had subscribed
to nominate a 'dark horse' at
the Baltimore convention."
' The bullet from John Schrank's revolt er, its force lessened by pass-
ing through the manuscript of Colonel Roosevelt's speech in his coat
pocket, entered his right breast one inch to the light of and one inch bo-lo- w
the nipple. It penetrated the flesh, . In an upward course toward the
middle of the breast, and lodged against and slightly underneath the fourth
rib, making a hole four inches deep, almost grazii the surface of the right
Mercy Hospital in Chicago, to whi ch Roosevelt was rushed from Mil-
waukee a few hours after the shoot ing. There he was examined.
and forced to take a few days' rest He passes the time reading Macauley'3
essays. The cross shows Rooseveit' s room.lung, and stopping not far from the neart, .
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INDIANS ON
WAR PATH BUT
FEW BRIEF DAY'S
Cbsts
Less
Bakes
Belter
"YOU CANT BEAT THE COLES"
The Original and Only Absolutely Air-Tig- Heater on the Market.
THE LOGICAL STOVE FOR THE HOME.
The Little Store
r
Again Reminds You of the Superior
Quality and Large Variety of the
"Soltaire" Goods. Always the Leader
A Money aodFuel SaverCALUMET m
BAKING
POWDER
About a week ago, three Indians on
the Navaho reservation In San Juan
county went on the war path, accom-
panied by a trifle too much booze, it
is said, and a few knives. But the
white man- was not their enemy on
that . occasion and they contented
themselves with carving up one Juan
Archuleta, an Indian policeman, who
is now in the hospital at the U. S.
Indian school here suffering from
numerous knife wounds. Yesterday
Captain Fred Fornoff of the state
mounted police, journeyed to the res-
ervation via an auto and took the
war like red men by, surprise. When
confronted with the majesty of the
law in the form of Captain Fornoff
Holds Fire for 36 Hours
Without Attention. Now
is the time to call and
Make four Selection
while our stock is com-
plete in a sizes. We
will take pleasure in
Demonstrating to you
the advantagsstobehad
in Purchasing a Coles.
BUY A COLES HEATER
AND YOU'LL BE GLAD
GROCERY CO.IT ECONOMYthat's one thins ?'ou arelooking tor in theso daystltif
of high living cost Calumet insures a wonderSouthern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
WITH ALL CASH PURCHASES. WE GIVE REGISTER TICKETS (ALUMEj I
and his "Rough Rider" hat they
meekly surrendered and are now in
Santa Fe awaiting hearing, on bond.
They have recovered from their war
like disposition. All they want now
is to get out of trouble. The Indian
officer will get well unless complica-
tions arise.
FOR HARD COAL
FOR SOFT COAL
ful saving in your baking. But it does more.
It insures wholesome food, tasty food uniformly raised food.
Calumet is made right to sell right to bako righ. Ask
one of the millions of women who use it or ask your rrocer.
RECEIVED HIGHEST AWARDS
World's Pur Food Exposition, Chicago, I1L
Paris Exposition, France, March. 1912.
Coles original down draft. This is the
stove for the home. Mie office and all
public places. It requires little or no
attention and Is known to be the most
servicable and economical of all stoves.
Mica doors are extra large Sued in re-
cessed grooves, perfect St.
For those who enjoy the Glowing buy
the "Radiant".i
WOOD -- DAVIS HADWARE COMPANY.
Phone 14. If Its Hardware We Have It. Phone 14.
You don V tettt money when you buy cheap or big-cc-n baking powder.
Don' I be mislead. Buu Calumet. It's wore economical more wholesome 1Z
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
ALFALFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, rarden & field seeds in bulk and packages
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
gluet beat result. Calumet hfar iupeiior to tour milk and uJa. A!
sSsMsSMBsMsB
i
I LIGHTPhone Black45LEO HERSCHPhone Black45 New York, Oct. 17. By capturingtwo thousand crickets and katydids, anew effect in pre-nupti- parties has
been obtained by Miss Helen Deetjen,
of Mont Clair, N. J., and Mas Mar-
garet Hinck, daughter of Ernest C.
Hinck, the mayor. The insects were
placed In autumn foliage with which
Miss Deetjen's home was decorated
for the party she and Miss Hinck were
N THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH
play.
Just to show how little managers or
actors can tell in advance about the
reception a play is going to meet with,
when offered to the public, there may
be related the following incident:
When "Bought and Paid For" was
in rehearsal, Charles Richman, who
plays one of the leading roles, met a
friend on Broadway, and the friend
asked him what he was doing.
"Oh, I'm rehearsing in a play
Brady is going to produce," answered
Richman. "I feel it's a waste of time.
IDawson CoalSawed WoodPORTLAND CEMENT
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
PALACE.
L. A. Bland, Kansas City.
J. E. Sullivan, Denver.
J. W. Johnson, Denver.
C.VF, Bergen, Minneapolis.
F. Ralph, Albuquerque.
Li. Chernes, St. Louis.
Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Crawford, Kan-
sas.
S. S. Stevens, Denver.
W. G. Kelly, Kansas City.
W. F. Emberton, Kansas City.
MONTEZUMA.
H. B. Fergusson, Albuquerque.
O. L. Owen, City.
Mrs. Leeson, City.
E. Mynott, Salt Lake.
M. C. Lowenstein, New York.
Dwight Eversall, Chicago.
W. S. Oliver, Denver.
C. H. Barnett, Denver.
J. A. Street, Tucumcari.
J. C. Leonard, Endicott.
J. K. Jones, Los Angeles.
Carl L. Hecht, Salt Lake.
R. H. Bell, Chicago.
F. J. Patch, Denver.
E. E. Lewis, Las Vegas.
J. W. Miller, Albuquerque.
CORONADO.
Malaquias Martinez, Taos.
B. S
.Phillips, Velarde.
J. L. Clark, St. Johnsville.
Dick Wilson, City.
EUROPEAN.
John Collier, Estancla.
J. A. Street, Tucumcari.
Iola
El Toro
ODS, Electricity plays a most impo-
rtant part. The grandfather would
giving for Miss Frances Virginia Skin be amazed at the radiance of the mod-ho- me
and why all this light? Toner, who is to be married to Arthur ernBurleigh of Philadelphia.
When the twenty guests arrived at make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Good light
that Is easy on the eyes is very much to be
desired.
R. J. CRICHTON
Lumber and Coal Yard
All Kinds of Building Materials.
Screen Doors, Red and White Cedar Fence Posts
Yard 3J3 Hickox Street, Near Union Depot.
Phone, Red 100 Phone, Red 100 Phone, Red 100
the house they found themselves in a
wilderness of leaves and boughs, with
the crickets and katydids singing
their evening songs. A Arc was light-
ed in the grate and a few score crick
It's awful. For instance, there's a
scene in which I play a gentleman
drunk, and I'm afraid it will do me
more harm than good. Don't know ex-
actly why I took the part. Brady
hasn't much faith in the show. But
he's going to put .it on, and we'll see
what comes of It."
For Richman and his fellow actors
ets placed in front of it, illustrating
owthere have come of it more than ayear of continuous salary days, witha prospect of many still to come. Thecompany is the same now as it was onthe opening night, and it opens a road
tour next week.
the poem "The Cricket on the
Hearth." An orchestra which had
been engaged for the occasion found
it could barely make itself heard above
the din. When the music stopped con-
versation was almost impossible. Miss
Deetjen is a daughter of Lewis A.
Deetjen, a New York importer.
As Father Lenhardt of the Church
of Immaculate Conception, the Bronx,
was pronouncing the last words in the
baptismal service of Peter Callahan,
14 days old, the child gave a convul-
sive shudder. His.niother held her In--
PLENTY OF ZINC.CAPITAL COAL YARD
! PHONE 85 MAIN.
Sll AM? SlETAi L WOOs1 OTHINQ IS QUITE SO CONVEN--
No other lead and silver district in
the southwest has a better productive
record than the Cooks Peak mining
district, which is about 18 miles north
CHICHESTER S PILLS
BRAND. A N , ,L,iM..a ,vu luuvn iut aiuiiatu sua j ..- .-Lodleaf Aak roar Uraarsrlsts. fafant closer, while Father Lenhardt ad- - bl.ue-ter,- a Diamond MirantL1111 in R4 and iilt metallic your stove is ready to cook yourThe cereor uemmg. New Mexico, ana bdoui j minf8tered the holy water. foxes, sealed with Blue Ribbon.Take bo other. Bar of vanrthe same distance west or L,stne valFACTORY WOOD5AWED WOOD
CORD WOOD
ALL 5IZES.
riKA LUMP
wcRRILLOS LUMP
STEAM COAL
ANTHRACITE COAL,
OIAMOND it K AND PILLft. for 5m sa yean k nown as Best, Safest, A I ways R el labl
mony over, Mrs. Callahan looked at
the baby. He seemed to be sleeping.
When he failed to respond to a gentle
shaking, Mrs. Callahan became alarm
SOLO BV DRIIfiGISTS EVERYWHERE
Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.
ley. It is now repeating the experi-
ence of Leadville, Colorado, in the
opening up and shipment of large
bodies of zinc ore which bids fair to
reinstate its old time prosperity. All
at once it has been found that the
formerly despised metals can be used
in manufacturing paints, in coating
iron, in cyaniding and in electrical
ed. The priest tried to feel the cniia s
pulse and listened for heart beats. He
shook his head as he looked up at the a
iron ready to use, your toasted
ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacu- -
N
um cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heat- -
' ed rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day aad n'ght Estimates and full infor-
mation cheeerfully given.
SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.
a After all, there nothing
quite so acceptable as
mother and told her the child was
dead.
Negro girls were employed as
strikebreakers by East v Side dress
manufacturers Monday and transport
ed to and from the factories in motor
plants and in a dozen ways once not
thought of, and that there is a great
demand for ,it by the eastern zinc
smelters. Cooks Peak and the coun-
try north of it has zinc ore in abund
cars. The girls enjoyed it until they
were surrounded by mobs of strikers
or sympathizers, who tried to attack
10DT5 STAGE LINE
From
BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
the north bound train and arrives at
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than any other
way. Good cove re tiacks and good
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams
ance and again tne oia camp is oe-
ginning to boom on account of the
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
La Salle Restaurant
CHAS. QANN, Prop.,
Telephone II.
Two Doorg Below P. Andrews Stare.
Regular Meals 25 cents.
Rooms for Bent 25c and 50c
Short Orders at Ail Hears.
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
frencn Noodle Order SOc. a dlsA.
Jttew York Chop Susy 6e.
very metal which has been considered
its handicap. Deming Graphic.
P. A. Wootsey, a brakeman at Jack
sonville, Texas, says: "I was down
with kidney trouble and rheumatism SWEETS."?OF"THE QUEENfurnished eommeroM men to take In
the surrounding towns. Wire Esnbude
them.
James T. Sloan, better known as
"Tod" Sloan, the once famous jockey,
filed Monday with the county clerk his
exceptions to a report of a referee
recommending a divorce for Julia
Sanderson Sloan, the actress. In her
divorce complaint she named Mabel
Robinson and other women. She
charged offenses were committed in
New York, Paris and Belgium. Sloan
denied the charges. He named two
men. His wife declared his accusa-
tions were false. The Sloans were
married in 1907, and separated in 1908.
None of the fishermen of Long Is-
land sound remembers a bigger lobster
being caught in those waters than the
one pulled upon a blackflsh hook Mon-
day afternoon by two fishermen near
sc bad I could hardly get up, and had
backache all the time, and was almost
tired of living. I saw an ad of Foley
Kidney Pills and after taking one
bottle I was better, and when I had
taken two more I was thoroughly
cured." For sale b.v all Druggists.
These Supers Chocolatesare ttae purest, finest, best that erer carried
a message of friendship to " her "daintytokens of lore and eeteem that add so much
to " her " Christmas pleasures.
'y&St would look flne area la s
paper bag but, put np, aa they are. In ex-
quisite holiday boxes, (fsyly bedecked with
ribbons, they are the man bewitching sightthat ever met milady's eyes I
So, do matter what aiaa yon easy glre
"her," be SURE that box of K&L&tl
goes with It I. Put up in 1,1, landboxes.
Rooms With Bath, .... $1.50 aad $2.00 Per Day
THE ALBANY HOTEL
This is something new for a Denver Hotel.
Larger rooms with bath, $2.50 and $3.00 per
day. Try one of these moderate priced rooms
with bath, and you will be pleased. New Fire
Proof Annex, every room with bath..
ASK FOR TICKETS
SHIP YOUR FREIGHT
PDAM CANT A PP To El PtLSO' Blsbee- - Douglass and
riYUiU Jitll 1 A rC all points in New Mexico, Ari-
zona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via) NEW MEXICO
CENTRAL to Torrance thence.
Tremendous Satisfaction, t
Huckleberry Island. The lobster meas
ures thirty-thre- e inches from the end E HAVE SWEETS
of its feelers to the tip of Its tail. Each
feolor ia seventeen inches long. One as well as Sours.
The Confectionery Line weclaw
is sixteen Inches long and twelve
inches in circumference. The body
measured fifteen inches around. It 1East carry will always be se
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, V. S. Land
Office at Santa Fe, New Mex., Oct.
10, 1912.
Notice is hereby given that Walter
Kraul, of Santa Fe, New Mexico, who,
on October 25, 1909, made Homestead
Entry No. 011996 for Lots 4, 5 and 6
of Section 6, Township 16 N Range
10 E., and on March 26, 1912, made
additional homestead entry No. 016512
for Lot 1 of Section 1, Township 16
N., Range 9 E., N. M. P. Meridian,
has filed notice of intention to make
three-yea-r Proof, to establish claim
to the land above described, before
Register or Receiver, U. S. Land Of
ftce, at Santa Fe, New Mexico, on the
22d day of November, 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses: Cris-
tobal Garcia, Licolas Griego, Crespir.
Gallegos, Eustaquis Padilla, all of
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Regiter.
weighs eighteen pounds. A young oys
ter was Erowine on one claw. lected with the one thingWomen working for the progressive
party in twenty-fiv- e of the eastern and J
The
Best
Route
or in view, THE QUALITY.
You know whatsouthern states are here tor comer-
-
ences on the work they have under
taken in their home Btates.
Edward M. Shepard, the Brooklynlprwest lawyer and politician, who died atLake George a year ago, left an estato
appraised at $992,000. The bulk of itFor Rates and Full Information Address is invested In stocks and bonds, ac-
cording to the report of the state apEUGENE FOX, 0 F P. AGENT,EL PASO, TEXAS. $100 REWARD, $100.The readers of this paper wilt be
pleased to learn that there Is at least
praisers just filed.
The first day's registration in New
York City was lighter than it has been
for several years, despite the fact that
stands for. We guarantee
them fresh. 3Save Your OrdersECOMONY THE MODERN GROCERY CO.
one dreaded disease that science has
been able to cure in all its stages, and
that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure
is the only positive cure now known
tc the medical fraternity. Catarrh
being a constitutional disease, re-
quires a constitutional treatment
FOR RHODES at The Novelty Shop,
SlofceAferoickt
"Elastic" Bookcase
and Desk combtasd.
A Desk Unit with lew or
many Book Units at desired.
The only perfect cominatioa
desk and bookraif ever made.
Roomy, convenient attrac-
tive. We want to ahow you
its advantages afxd possi-
bilities. Ci 0, write or pbow
us about it. I
The Store With a Conscience.!
For Fruit Ladders, Step Lad
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken Internally
acting directly on the blood and mu
a presidential campaign is in prog-
ress. That is especially notable in
view of the fact that the gain in popu-
lation since that year has increased
the number of voters about 8 per cent.
The total registration for the opening
day in the city was 190,000. In 1908
the first day's total was nearly 1-- 4 mil-
lion.
One of the most remarkable "runs"
ever recorded in New York terminat-
ed when "Bought and Paid For" left
the playhouse. .
This play had 462 consecutive per-
formances. Except during the sum
cous surfaces of the system, thereby
destroying the foundation of the dig- -
ders, Common Ladders, Iron-
ing Tables, Upholstering,
Furniture Repairing and all
Kinds of Repair Work. .. .'.
. 104 Galisteo Street
Telephone 157 W. SANTA FE, N. M
All work guaranteed first class.
J.F.RHOADS
GROCERY
"All Golds at Right Prices"
15 THE MOTTO OF
J. H. BLAIN, Jr.
SPE DEM. TO ALL
309 San Francisco Street
S. C. BUFF ORPINGTOUS
A Number of
Thoroughbred Cockerels
, For sale at "
$1.50 to $3.00
ROOSTERS ONE YEAR OLD
$3.00 to $5.00 :
Charles A. Wheelon
' PHOKKMJ ,
-i- -
Are You a . Selter?4-A- n advertise- - II you use emoossea stationery, you
ease, ana giving uie jinnem oueugui
by building up the constitution and
assisting nature in doing Its work.
The proprietors have so much faith
in its curative powers that they effer
One Hundred Dollars for any case that
It fails to cure. Send for list of tes-
timonials.
Address F. J. CHENEY & CO, To-
ledo. Ohio.
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti-
pation. - "
.
ment In the classified columns of the can do no better than place your or--
mer months, three matinees a week
were given. The royalties of George
Broadhuret, the author, seldom drop-
ped below $1,000 a week, and the
profits of Wm. A. Brady, the producer,
New Mexican will put your real es-d-er with the New Mexican irmung
tate on the market ejectlvely. It wUlCompany, prices will be Quoted upon ,
nnt thn frt of vonri oroDertT before request Our styles aad forma areWork lor the New Mexican. It Isworking for you, lor Santa Fe and
the new state. the eyes of all possible buyers. strictly up to date.
are estimated at about $150,000. Near-
ly half a million peoule have seen the
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 17, 1912.
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MR. HANNETT REPLIES
TO NR. MULHOLLAND THIS IS
Health is the foundation of all goodUP-T0-B-
A1 EVERYBODY'SSanta Fe
New Mexican:
Mr. Mulholland, in an issue of the
"McKinley County Republican" dated
October 11th, 1912, makes a frantic
and vociferous denial of the facts I
stated in an article published in theTAILORING
looks. The wise woman realizes this
and takes precautions to preserve her
health and strength through the pe- -
riod of child bearing. She remains a
pretty mother by avoiding as far as;
possible the suffering and dangers of
such occasions. This every woman
may do through the use of Mother's,
Friend, a remedy that has been so long
In use, and accomplished so much
good, that it is in no sense an expert-- ,
ment, but a preparation which always
nrnrincefl the beat results. U lS for
SHOE STORE!
CATER TO THC JHOE REQUIRE-
MENTSWE OF EVERYBODY ! We have
Shoes for every member of the family, from
Grandpa down to Baby I
amount.
On the question of discrimination,
I call your attention .Mr. Mulholland,
to the amount you assessed the NW,
2 of the NE. 4 of Sec. 4 T. 15 N.,
R. 18 W., which belongs to Mr. A.
Richter and which lies in the heart of
the Victor-America- n Fuel company's
holdings. Tax receipt No. 5G0, dated
the 5th month and 23th day, 1912,
shows that you assessed this coal
land of Mr. Richters at $23.00 per
acre; that is to say, you assessed Mr.
Richter $1100.00 for 10 acres, and the
fuel company $73,!ifit for 11, GOO with
their very extensive improvements
thereon, regardless of the law and the
fact that Mr. Richter had no coal-minin- g
improvements on his land. This
year you have assessed Mr. Richter
$30.00 per acre for the said 40 acres.
I call your attention also Mr. Mul-
holland, to the fact that for many
years you have compelled Mr. Richter
to pay $200 for a liiior license while
you charged the Southwestern Stores
company $100 for a similar license.
As for the county having sufficient
revenue to maintain itself, what has
been the condition of the court fund?
What has been and is now the condi-
tion of our roads and bridges?
Concerning the condition in which
the school districts are laid out, Mr.
Mulholland dodged the issue. Ber-
nalillo county commissioners did not
add the Wlngate and Clarkviile dis- -
external application and so penetrating
in its nature as to thoroughly lubricate
every muscle, nerve and tendon In-
volved during the period before baby
comes. It aids nature by expanding
the skin and tissues, relieves tender-
ness and soreness, and perfectly pre-
pares the system for natural and safe
motherhood. Mother's Friend has been
used and endorsed by thousands of
mothers, and its use will prove a com-
fort and benefit i
to any woman in yTtOtlHAneed of such a st" 5remedv. Mother's "lAQjtlOFriend is sold at t7
drug stores. Write for free book foi
expectant mothers, which contain;
much Ylu,e information,
ftft&DF!ELD REGULATOR CO.. AtiinU.fi.
"Santa Fe New Mexican" a rew days
since, calling upon me to retract. It
seems that my article has wounded
the delicate and sensative nature of
this assessor, who has for nearly a
score of years practiced practical poli-
tics under the refining influences of
Gregory Page.
The figures and statements made by
me in the article mentioned are sub-
stantially correct as the records will
show. I will be only too glad and will-
ing to accompany Mr. Mulholland and
any other citizen or citizens at any
time to the office of the treasurer and
collector of the county and there per-
mit the record to speak the truth. My
figures were correct as stated in my
article, with the exception of a small
item of personal property, t;
The mules owned by the Victor-America- n
Fuel company, and a small parcel
of land, However, I did not mention
that the value of the Victor-America- n
Fuel company's property runs, well up
into the millions, and is assessed but
$73,964.00. According to Mr. 's
own published statement
the fuel company owns over 11,000
acres of coal land, which he waa in-
structed by the state board of equalis-
ation to assess at $30.00 per acre. This
alone would amount to $330,000, not to
IN ALL ITS BRANCHES
Evening Suits made up of very
FINEST QUALITY FABRICS
with Extra Good Finishings
at Very Reasonable Prices
Business Suits and
Overcoats MaVz:oar
Made to Fit You, Made to Suit Your Taste
SPLENDID VALUES
$35to--$4- 0
We Guarantee the Fit.
EVERY SHOE WE SELL
IS AN EXCEPTIONAL
GOOD VALUE!
It Wasn't We Woudn't Sell It To You!I
LIES IN SNOW TWO DAYS.
Meeker, Colo., Oct. 17. H. E. Ramer
of Denver, who came here a few days
tffntd ffi the domain of the fuel com
IS AlA .fli ir limra tint A11 1 , !pany. 11 iucj u,u, nuj w. acei season, was lounu m tin uuuuu- -
county commissioners added them to sciou8 condition yesterday by a party
il. r. Attint n'lmi-- ihoV hfilnnff? nn..rl.n.rn t.. ...InfM. mnaa nmm.lilt! UtttllUy UlDlt'v ......v. v.. " a Ul VUWUU.VO 111 tJIlT 11 11UD1 icillf,u .v.m
is disgracefully in Meeker.try. about fifty miles fromThe Gallup school
A physician from Meeker was sum-
moned, but the man has not yet re
adequate in size and equipment
of insufficient funds. Why not
mention surface Improvements,
houses, electric power plant, water
system and machinery which should
run close to a million in assessed val-
uation.
Mr. Mulholland takes my article as
a personal attack upon him and Mr.
paeo t wish to state most emphat- -
add these districts that belong to the
Gallup district to alleviate this situThe Capital Tailor
East Side of Plaza, - Santa Fe, New Mexico.
gained consciousness. No marks or
other indications of violence were
found on the body, which makes un-
tenable the theory that he was thrown
from his horse.
ation, Mr. Mulholland?
had intention of making a per- -o - ' . I no
ically that I bear no malice toward , nttaov on you. Mr MullioUand,
nr nnv of vour associates. You have
had no in- -their aflnneiates. and that 1
MEN'S SHOES
Smart or Conservative Styles, Shoes
for Dress, Comfort and Durability I
$3.50, $4.00, $4.50, $5.00 & $6.00
WOMEN'S SHOES
Shoes for the Street or House Wear.
Such Shoes as all Women take pleas-
ure in wearing
$2.50, $3'00, $3.50, $4.00 & $5.00
BOYS' & GIRL'S SHOES
Good Looking, Servicable Shoes, built
to fit growing feet correctly
$1.00, $1.50, $2.00, $2.50 & $3.00
PFLUEGER'S
The Family Shoe Man
tentions of making a personal attacK
unnn him or anvone else. I believe
that we are now witnessing the dawn
lived a long time in this county and
yours acts and attitudes speak more
eloquently than the paucity of my dic-
tion could ever permit me to portray
you.
Mr. Mulholland, you were not choice
in vour expressions concerning me
STREET CAR BANDIT
KILLED BY MOTORM AN.
Oakland, Cal., Oct. 17. An uniden-
tified bandit, wearing a false mustache
and wig, was shot and instantly killed
here last night by Motorman H. J.
Heewer after he had attempted to
ing of the new era (like many others,
T nm not content to simply witness),
In which the rank and file of the peo
rob the conductor of a Grant avenueand my article; but you did not offend
dnly a gentleman can say or do car. V. E. Meeker, the conductor,battled with the bandit and suffered
aHENRY KRICKe- s-
DISTRIBUTOR OF
LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER
BUDWEISER IN BOTTLES
Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
water. Agent for Aztec Spring Mineral Water.
TELEPHONE 35 J Santa Fe, New Mex.
the loss of the middle finger of his
right hand, which was shot off.
that which will offend me, besides "it
is only the truth that hurts." You
cannot intimidate me and you can-
not stop me. All wires that reach me
are crossed.
Very cordially,
A. T. HAXXETT.
ple of all classes and occupations are
keenly interested in driving the grant-
ing of special privileges to corporate
wealth out of our government, what-
ever form such privileges may take;
whether these privileges be petty of-
ferings to corporate Gods of wealth
by a pmall-souled- , back-countr- y poli-
tician, or license of fabulous value,
offered from the seats of the mighty.
I believe that this trend of public in-
terest will drive the political healer
and the saloon-keepin- g boss from of-
fice of public trust and dignity.
I conceive the policy of the "Santa
Fe New Mexican" to be in accordance
with the views I have iust expressed,
and in writing this article I had no
other motive than to add my small
J. C. Ray, Winfield, Ala., says: "My
father, T. J. Ray suffered with kidney
and bladder trouble so bad he had to
use a catheter. Various kidney
remedies were tried without result,
and finally we gave him Foley Kidney
Pills. In three days he could pass
some water and on the fifth, no long-
er needed a catheter. He continued
tc use Foley Kidney Pills until entire
ly cured." For sale by all Druggista
PEERLESS BAR
BULLET TN HIM 13 YEARS.
Eau Claire, Wis. Oct. 17. Thirteen,
years ago, John Cameron, or Sortell,
Minn., was accidentally shot in the
knee joint and the bullet has been
imbedded ever since without causing
him any trouble. This week while
visiting friends and relatives here his
knee began to bother him and he had
the bullet removed.
4
4
Fine Imported and Domestic Wines, Liquors
AND CIGARS
GREGG & COLE, Props.
MOTORCYCLIST KILLED.
Jacksonville. Fla., Oct. 17. While When Goingmite to this great cause, and being aArm hniiAver in the doctrine that speeding his motorcycle up Atlantic
"charity begins at home." I chose the
unfair, unjust, inequitable special
privileges in tax matters which the
ereat corporations enjoy in McKinley
boulevard late this afternoon, JtranK
J. Troncien, an amateur motorcyclist
racer, crashed into an automobile
driven by Thomas M. Palmer and
was killed.
FINED FOR HOLDING
FIGHTER'S COAT.
Rnttle Creek. Mich., Oct. 17. Be- - EAST WE JLransR Hill Carriean held Joe Mantor'scounty, as my theme.
The force of the compact threwMr Mulholland has seen fit to attack coat while Mantor licked T.ekiel Nash
Justice Davis fined him $7.50 along him through the windshield of the au- - USE TUBmy courage and my manhood. Thefont that T have written the article mnrniiiE tomnhile. The automobile was filedwith Mantor and Nash this
in the municipal court.
' with women, but none was injured
--
'
yvJHlfJ 1 1 THE AMERICAN
'
y TTEMMTERMAW(
mentioned under my name and caused
it to be published, and that I still live
in this corporation-driven- , boss-ridde- n
community, and that I intend to con-
tinue to live here and voice my senti-
ments in public and private as my
judgment dictates, should be a suf-
ficient answer to such an insinuation
to any one acquainted with affairs in
SHORTEST LINE TO
Denver, Colorado Springs and Pueblo
McKinley county. I wish to state tor
Mr. Mulholland's benefit that I re-
fuse to indulge in personalities, nor
will I be swerved from my purpose by
such.
A. T. HANNETT.
ANSWER TO THE YELL OF THE
DESPERATE.
7hm tiio fSnrifi would destroy
TICKETS AND RERERVATIONS AT
NEW MEXICAN BUILDING OR UNION DEPOTthey first make mad." Mr. Mulholland,
IF.YOU BUSINESS MEN
only realized the business-buildin- g power of first-cla-ss
stationery, you would choose your own Bond Paper and
not intrust its selection to a subordinate
And, if you wanted to make your business stationery
100 efficient, you would specify
In an explosion of invective puDiisneu
in last week's "McKinley uoumy
dpnies the facts published
under my name in the "Santa Fe New
Mexican," and in style dripping wun
ni insult and accent frantic and
wild, calls upon me to retract. I come
Gonzales, all of Glorieta, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
from the original "show-me- " village,
Mr. Mulholland, and if you can show
me that I have materially misstated
ho fantn concerning the disgraceful
condition of the tax situation in this
county, then in "bated breath and
whispered humbleness" I will retract.
In this connection I wish to state that
it will give me pleasure to go over the
records at tie court house with any
citizen or citizens and convince them j
that I have not prevaricated.
W. A. Rimes, Ruston, La., writes:
"Sometime ago 1 took Foley Kidney
Pills, and must confess the results
have been marvelous, for I feel like
a new man. I suffered from kidney
and bladder troubles, but Foley Kid-
ney Pills fixed me. I recommend
them to all sufferers from kidney
trouble." For sale by all Druggists.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Pe, tt. M.
Sept. 11, 1912.
Notice Is hereby given that Andres
G. Gonzales of Glorieta, N. M., who,
on Sept. 9, 1907, made homestead ap-
plication 04786, No. 11988, for S 1-- 3
NE 1-- N 1--2 SE 1-- Section 4,
Township 15 N., Range 11 E, N. M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make final five year proof, to es-
tablish claim to the land above de-
scribed, before the Register or Re-
ceiver at Santa Fe, N. M., on Nov.
16, 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Juan Gonzales y RoybaL Andres
According to Mr. Mulholland's own
figures, the fuel company should have
been assessed for 11,600 acres of coal
land last year. The amount fixed byi, tf whlrh coal land should be as--
(Fac-Simi- le Water-Mark- )'
The De Luxe Business Paper
because by comparison you would find that COUPON
BOND is far beyond the average Bond Paper in quality-chara- cter
impressiveness, and all that makes stationery
really productive.
Just specify COUPON BOND today. And see the
difference. Let us show you samples.
NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY, AGENTS.
Santa Fe, N. M. '
It will not pay you to waste your
time writing out your legal forma
when you can get them already print-
ed at the New Mexican Printing
Company.
.uiuH rinrine the vear 1911 was $25.00
Garcia, Albino Gonzales, Salvador
When shown positive and reliable proof that a certain
remedy had cured many cases of female ills, wouldn't any
sensible woman conclude that the same remedy would also
benefit her if suffering with the same trouble?
Here are five letters from southern women which prove
the efficiency of Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
LETTER FROM VIRGINIA.
Elliston. Va. " I feel it my duty to express my thanks to you and your
I was a sufferer from female troubles and had been con-Ine- d
in bedCov er one third of my time for ten months I could inot do my
housework and had fainting spells so that my husband could not leave me
alofwfiowelThe Pinkham's Vegetable Co d a- -dI want to tell her whatPurifier. Whenever I see a suffering womanSeT medicine have done for me and I will always speak a good word for
them." Mrs. Uobeet Blankknsuip, Elliston, Montgomery Co., va.
LETTER FROM LOUISIANA.
Vpw Orleans La. "I was passing through the Change of Life ard
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound I was troubledhashes, backache and irre(rular.t.es. I wouldhot weak and dizzy fevlinirs,Z morninff tired out and not fit to do anything.thetrot S?nce taking your Compound and Btoog I PMrtcr I feel M
worth their weipht Mrs. uastonright. Your medicines are
Blondeau, 1511 Polymnia St., New Orleans, La. -
LETTER FROM FLORIDA.
Fla." Some time ago I wrote to you giving you my
backache, bearing-dow- and discomfort in walking, caused
b3rlSCtwo 'bottles of Lydia K Pinkham's Vegetable Compound and a
uackale of Sanative Wash and that was all I used to make me a well wom n
"I am satisfied that if I had done like a good many women and had
token vour remedies. I would have been a great sufferer. But I startedfn the right medicine and got well. It did not cost very muchw
eUhe? that you are a friend to all women and I would rather use
your remedies than have a doctor."-M- rs. Mattik Uodnot,
Bo 400, Yau-chul-a,
Florida.
LETTER FROM WEST VIRGINIA.
W. Va.-
-" I am glad to say that Lydia E. Pinkham's Vege-
table Compound has done wonder, for my hedaugrRan9rwheu
" I have told dozens of people about it and my
a girl complaining with cramps, she tells her to take yourCom-unl"-M-
r
A. Hockenbebrt. 713 N. 3rd St., Martinsburg, W. Va.
ANOTHER LETTER FROM VIRGINIA.
Newport Xews,Va,-"Ab- out five years ago I was troubled with
such pains
I would have to go to bed.
"SXliZ?tKe Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound and
I soon found relief. The medicine strengthened me in every way and my
dI0USPWlad SCyftimony will help sone one who is suffering
from female weakness." Mrs. W. J. Blatton, 1029 Hampton Ave., Jewport
News, Va.
Why don't you try this reliable remedy ?
per acre. This item of lana aione
would amount to $290,000.00; and this,
year the amount fixed by law is $30.00
per acre, making the assessed valua-
-
n 4:u.mirt.OO. Yet for land, surface
'improvements and personal property,
Mr. Mulholland admits in nis own puu-- .
lished statement that he assessed said
company only $73,9G4.O0; and that thej
fuel company pays but $1999.80 taxes
on all their property, personal and i
otherwise. On these 11,600 acres of Water has Dositivelv no effect on
H. M. Beatty, Little Rock, Ark.,
says: "For the past two years I suf-
fered with kidney trouble, had severe
pains across my back and over my
hips that almost meant death to me
at times. I used several well known
kidney remedies, hut got no relief un-
til I used Foley Kidney Pills. These
I can truthfully say made me a sound
and well man." For sale by all
'
coal land which Mr. Mulholland admits
the fuel company owns and which
should have been assessed $290,000.00
PEERLESS ROOFIN-G-
It sheds the wet just like the proverbialu jmzzN: duck- - s back. On the other hand, water decaysIf he had assessed it at $2o.00 per acre
according to law, and the taxes which
You cannot get up to date printing
Unless you have up to date material
and facilities. The New Mexican
Printing company has both, and at
the same time expert mechanics.
Tour orders are always assured per-
sonal attention.
Society Stationery The New vex
can Printing Company have on hand
and can make up promptly the latest
forms In society stationery. The new
size correspondence cards, etc. Or
-- ders taken for' engraved and em
bossed work. Several lines to make
--our selection from.
ofings. Isn't it worth while to have
a roof which in ten years will be as good as it is
today? Isn't it worth while "to make the savingthe fuel company would
nave oeen
that is poHHible if you buy I'filiKlJl&S It is
wnrfli n rlnon ordinarr roofs hv everv tost.
Come in and see a sample. Auk fur tree booklet describing ARCOT1LE.
A. WINDSOR, SANTA FE, N. M.
compelled to pay on a proper assess-
ment according to the rate which Mr.
Mulholland's own figures show, on
their land alone, is approximately
$7830.00, which is approximately four
times as much as they did pay on all
their property. And If their personal
improvements and personal property
had been assessed properly it would
have undoubtedly amounted to a like
Let Him Know It IT you are out ot
a position, you must let the employer
know it A want advertisement in the
ness and professional nun in the city
and county and a great many in the
state. If you have any special tal-
ent, do not hide it under bushel.
w
A Want Ad. in tha New Mexican
sees more people In one day than you
can see in a month. Try one.
,f....
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STRIKING MINERS AT
ELY ARE SHOT DOWN
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
ATTORNEYS ATLAW.
wvv www wvvwva
EDWARD P. DAVIES,
City Attorney.
Capital City Bank Building,
Rooms 17-1- 8
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
McGill, Nev., Oct. 17 In a clash
at the gates of the Steptoe Shelter
stockade, where strike sympathizers
had gathered, Nock Pappas and Geo.
Barnosas, Greeks, were shot and in-
stantly killed this morning. Another
A TRUE STORV OF ft RAWmiirii nam Aim MniT Tfl Ml I CPCWIIU1 UHlVLflllU HUM IU UULLLUL FRESHMAN WHO WON FAME
Greek was shot through the shoulder.IN COLLEGE ATHLETICS, AND IS NOW A NATIONAL HERO. Warrants have been sworn out chars'
ing officers of the Nevada ConsoliuivIt was in 1901 that Jake's football
rants charging C. E. Lakenan, general
manager of the Nevada Consolidated
and C. V. Jenkins, business manager
of the Steptoe company, and thirty-fiv- e
'other names, unknown, with mur-
der or as accessories. Sheriff Crain
accepted the warrants and announce'!
that he would serve them as quickly
as he could.
Bingham, Utah, Oct. 17. Brass(bands were playing this morning in
Bingham and the striking miners were
busy preparing for a parade scheduled
for two o'clock this afternoon.
Following the .parade, the strikers
and their friends will board the after-- ,
noon train for Salt Lake City. A big
ted Mining company and the Steptoe
Valley Mining and Smelting company
with murder. Thirty-fiv- John Doe
G. W. PRICHARD,
Attorney and Counsellor at Law.
Practice in all the District Court
and gives special attention to cases
before the State Supreme Court.
Office: jtaughlin Bldg., Santa Fe, N. M.
; HARRY D. MOULTON, .
Attorney-at-La-
,
Santa Fe, New Mexico.""
Formerly Special Agent, G. L.'; O.
Land Claims and Contests a Specialty
Spelal Correspondence. j
Champaign, III., Oct. 17 The Uni-- j
versity"! Illinois- - is very proud now-- ;
adays of a certain alumnus who first
dawned on the college campus in Sep-- ;
tember, 1899 a raw lad of 17, six j
feet tall and built like a Hercules. His
talent .flowered. That year Illinois
beat Chicago for the first time in
many seasons. Jake did it. The
text day the Chicago newspapers hail-
ed him 'as "the greatest guard whose
cleats had ever cut the grass on a
warrants also have been issued.5:
The identity of those who did tha
dawning, though caused no excite western gridiron."
ment. Among the highly touted fresh
sent him to the floor on several occa-
sions, and administered to him the
beating of his life.
Last May Ad Wolgast met Ritchie
in San Francisco and received in four
rounds the worst beating he had ever
received since he rose to the exalted
position of lightweight champion of
the world. Leaving the ring, Wolgast
looked as though he had been run
through a sausage machine. If ever
a champion of the world received a
thorough trouncing and humiliation,
it was on this night. Imprinted from
the waistband to the chanium Wol-
gast bore the marks of the cruel pun-
ishment administered by Willie Rit-
chie, and depend on it, the present
champion will seek all others but
him in the future.
In June last, Ritchie met and de-
feated Joe Mandot in 10 rounds, ad-
ministered to the southern favorite
an awful beating thereby, removing
from the list the last hope that may
stand in the way of Wolgast refus-
ing Ritchie his just chance for the
title.
shooting was in doubt. The dead men
had been members of a party of three
hundred foreigners who met the train
from Ely this morning and, joined' by
a number of Elrikers from Ely, march-
ed toward tho office of the smelting
company. The crowd was met near
the office by mounted deputy sheriffs
and halted. 1 he shooting took place
near one of t'.ie gates to the smelter
where food supplies have been receiv-
ed for the workmen who refused to
obey the strikr call.
Sheriff Crain declares that the
shooting was not done by his deputies
and that he does not know who is
Chas. F. Easley, Chas. R. Easley,
EASLEY & EASLEY,
Attorneys-at- -' aw.
Practice in the Courts and before
Land Department.
Land grants and titles examined.
Santa Fe, N. M., branch Office, Estan-ci-a,
N. M.
labor demonstration, in which union
labor men from all parts of the state
are expected to take part, is promised
at the state capital tonight.
Another train load of strike break-
ers from New York is expected in
Bingham this afternoon.
Reno. Nev., Oct. 17. Captain J. P.
Donnolley, In charge of the Nevada
state police, expects to leave Reno
tonight at the head of forty armed
men for Ely, Nevada, in response to
orders received from Governor Tasker
men who had distinguished them-
selves at "prep" schools, Garland
Stahl stood unknown.
Yes, his name was "Garland." But
Champaign tradition relates how the
"Garland" quickly vanished.
Stahl was initiated into the Sigma
Chi fraternity and entered upon the
usual duties of a "frat" freshman.
"Answer the door bell, you big
country jake," ordered an upper class-
man brother. And Stahl obeyed.
Thereafter he was "Jake" In college
and everywhere else. The name
Beemed to fit, somehow.
Stahl did not flash across the col-
lege world like a meteor from the
moment he hit the Illinois campus.
The first year he ranked as a "prep."
He participated in "prep" athletics,
but made no stir. In his second year
a d freshman eligible for
yarsity athletics, he donned a football
'' ''
;; 'isuit y '' -
responsible for the killing of the
Greeks.
Leaders of the striking miners and
HAVE YOU ANYTHING TO ADVb.t-TISE- ?
Tell your story to
2,000,000 Readers 'or .
Twelve Dollars.
We will place your advertise-
ment In 25 leading newspapers' Sim-da- y
Issue, for $12 per insertion. De-
scriptive circular FREE.
THE PROBERT ADVERTISING
AGENCY,
Taos, New Mexico.
mill men assert that some of the men
brought from Salt Lake City yester
L-
- Oddie, who is now at the copper
mine.
Reno, Nev., Oct. 17. Mrs. Edna
Hutt, wife of Henry Hutt, the well
krown artist, was granted a decree
of divorce in the district court here
today. The decree was granted on
the grounds of desertion.
JACK JOHNSON
AGAIN IN SPOT
LIGHTS AND COURT
day to act as guards, did the firing.
C. L. Spiegel, acting for the Ely
Central Labor League, swore to wurj
DR. W. -- UME BROWN,
Dentist.
Over Spitz Jewelry Store
Rooms 1. 2 and 3. ' i t
tified that he had known "Becker for
five months and was present at the
"fake" raid made by Becker
on Rosenthal's gambling, house and
saw Becker there. 'tt l V
"He told me I'd " be let' inside the
house from three iron doors in tho
basement and that I'd be taken up
stairs and would see some roulette
wheels."
The witness said he was unable to
affect an entrance by the method de-
scribed and so he went in with the
raiders.
"They were breaking,, down the
door," said Margolis, "when I heard
Mrs. Rosenthal say: "Wait a minute,
1 11 let you in."
"JAKE" STAHL AS A STUDENT
Chicago, III., Oct. 17. Jack John-
son, the negro champion pugilist, was
Questioned for more than two hours by
the police today as to the where-
abouts of Lucile Cameron, a
white girl, whose mother, Mrs. F.
Cameron:Falconet, a wealthy widow of
Minneapolis, has asked the police to
find the girl.
Johnson admitted that Lucile had
been employed in his Thirty-firs- t
street cafe as cashier, but declined to
tell where she is now, though said
he knew her address. He pleaded that
Miss Cameron was anxious to avoid
further notoriety because of the re-
cent suicide of his wife.
Miss Cameron, be said, had been a
companion to his wife.
"Is it true that you have the young
woman in hiding?" asked Police Cap-
tain Noot Baar.
"There is no foundation for such a
story," the pugilist shouted.
Phone Red 6. v ?
Office Hours 8 a. m. to 5 p. m
- And by Appointment.
DR. J. M. DIAZ,
RESIDENCE, DON CASPAR
AVE
1 Phone, 220 Red
OFFICE, WEST SIDE PLAZA
Phone, 237 Black
OFFICE HOURS. 1 to 3 P. M.
IN THE UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS
HE WAS PRIMARILY A FOOT
BALL PLAYER.
In 1903 thiTCubB were dickering for
Stahl. Henry Killeo heard of this
western "phenom," and journeyed to
At the sight of him the coaches
fell on: his neck, placing him at full-
back. He played, good , football but
was not & sensation. An error had
been made in sending him to the back
field. Next he played right guard,
where his strength and speed brought
him fame. '
No one thought of Jake as a base-
ball player. Not until his third year
did he muster courage to report to
George Huff, college coach. ,:
"When 'Jake' came out for base-
ball," says Huff, T took interest in
him because he had made good in
football, and that proved there was
stuff in him. He thought he was a
pitcher, and he broke half the win-
dows in the armory where we had in-
door practice before I called him off.
"But he had been whanging away
with the bat in great style. When the
squad went out doors I tried him sev-
eral places without much success as
a fielder, and when Illinois opened Its
season April 13, 1901, against Michi-
gan, I put Jake in left field.
"Jake was nearly killed by fly balls.
He lost the game.
"But SUhl had hit too well to be
passed up. I sent him to catch, where
he made good. The next game his
batting consisted of two home ru.is,
one double and three sin&K-s.- "
FRATERNAL SOCIETIESEvanston, 111., to see him perform,
Illinois was playing Northwestern
of the small fragments of bone belpw
the pancreas, about two inches and a
half to the left of the spine and be-
hind the peritoneum. '
The immediate cause of death was
secondary hemorrhage; Nearly a pint
of blood escaped Into the abdominal
cavity. An abscess cavity, six inches
by four in dimensions, was found in
the vicinity cf the gall bladder.
Even if ths y then unknown-co- uld
have been used to locate ths
bullet, there is much doubt whether
it could have been successfully 're-
moved.
McKinley was shot with a
pistol. The first wound was in the
middle of the breastbone. The sec-
ond, more csvere, was caused by the
ball traversing the abdominal cavity
and piercing both walls of the stom-
ach. The opening in the front wall
was very small. But the one in the
back wall was large and ragged, over
an inch in diameter.
Within ?.n hour after the wounds
had been inflicted an operation was
performed by Dr. Mathew D. Mann of
the University of Buffalo. It lasted
45 minutes. The second wound, large
and jagged, was the immediate cause
of the speedy operation. McKinley
was under ether an hour and a half.
After following the track of the bul-
let, the surgeons believed it had
lodged Inthe muscles of the back. A
small piece of clothing had been car-
ried by the bullet but was found in
the abdomen and removed.
For three days McKinley's condition
was excellent, and every hope of his
recovery was entertained.. A relapse
set In on the fifth day and the presi
L. F. MURRAY, M. D.,The Illinois were in fine fettle. Jake MASCN.IC.
made two home runs and two doit Montezuma Lodge
Did Jake bat?
.
He was the terror
of the western colleges. That year
of 1901 he batted at the tidy gait of
.443 and fielded .970. His final year
of college ball was 1903 when he bat-
ted .444 and fielded .984, with 10
home runs to his credit.
Incidentally the Illinois nine Avon
18 out of 19 games. Jake caught Carl
Lundgren on the famous eastern trip
of the Illinois when the western
champions won from Harvard, Yale,
Princeton and Pennsylvania.
One of Stahl's assets as a college-backsto-
was his tenacity in pursuing
fouls. They tell how when playing
Chicago, Stahl chasing a foul, dived
headlong into the bleachers. It was
in a pinch when an out would save
the game. He struck his head, but
caught the ball. And he held it, al-
though knocked senseless. When he
staggered to his feet and mopped the
blood from his head, the crowd gave
him a demonstration such as had nev-
er been tendered an Illinois hero.
No. 1, A. F. & A. Mbles. The game was called after six
innings with the score 29 to 2. Killeo Regular communi
hung onto Stahl until he had him un
PRESIDENT OF
PHILADELPHIA
TO FACE CHARGES
cation first Monday
of each month at
Masonic Hall at
der contract.
PHYSICIAN and SURGEON,
Cation Block, Palace Ave., next
door to Wells Fargo Ex.
vPHONE 233.
Residence Palace Hotel.
Phone Main 68.
MRS. DR. BROWN
..'it--
7:30.
ALAN R. McCORD, W. M.
E. LINNEY, Secretary.
Jake was one of the most popular
men in college. He never was "swell-headed- "
and his mates thought the
world of him. He was a figure at all
social events. It was in college that
he met the present Mrs. Jake. Love
of the "old school" is green in his
CHAS.
" Is Going to Practice With
i
' DR. R. H. MILLER.
Specialty . , Obstetric.
New York, N. Y., Oct. 17. Magnates
of the National league meeting here
this afternoon decided that the sec-
retary should formally draw up
charges against President Fogel, of
the Philadelphia club, for his alleged
remarks reflecting' tipon the integrity
of the National league umpires. Fogel
is to have opportunity to. defend him-
self and explain his stand at a further
meeting to be held here November 26.
heart, and whenever he can he
to coach the football squad.
Santa Fe Chapter No.
1, R. A. M. Regular
convocation second
Monday of each month
at Masonic Hall at
7:30 p. m.
iHiice, i is urani avc buib re.
CHAS. A. WHEELON,
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, H. P.
Secretary.
You cannot get up to date printing
unless you have material
and faculties. The New Mexican
Printing Company has both, and a
the same time expert mechanics. Tour
orders are always assured personal
"If they can be proved," said President
Lynch, "then the umpires in question
WHY I THINK RITCHIE WILL BE CHAMPION KWg'hstreer
SHOWS THAT HE IS NOT ONLY ENTITLED TO A CRACK AT AD. WOL-
GAST. BUT THAT HE STANDS AN EXCELLENT CHANCE OF BEATING
HIM, AND I FIRMLY BELIEVE THAT HE WILL.
should be blacklisted and the presi-
dent of the league should step down
dent died the day after.
The cause of death was due to gan-
grene resulting from the wound,
to the post mortemin disgrace. If the charges are not
Santa Fe Commandery
No. 1, K. T. Regular
conclave fourth Mon-
day in each month at
Masonic Hall at 7:30
p. m.
true some step should 'be taken to see
WILSON STILL CAMPAIGNSthat this man no longer represents a
club in the National league."
Fogel had no statement to make.
It will not pay you to waste your
time writing but your legal form
when you can get them already print-
ed at the New Mexican Printing
Company.
Georgetown, Del., Oct. 17. Govern
or Wilson campaigned through Dela W. H. KENNEDY, E. C.
ware today, deploring in all his W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder?
speeches the attacK on Colonel Roose
velt and confining himself to state
issues.
(Bill Nolan, probably the shrew-
dest manager of a fight in the world
and the man who handled Bat Nelson
when he fought Gans at Goldfield, has
taken Willie Ritchie under his wing
and declares that he will make a
world's champion out of him. In the
following story, prepared especially
for this newspaper, Nolan tells what
Ritchie has done in the ring., His
work in the past leads Nolan to be
"It is with reluctance," he said here,
Santa Fe Lodge of Per-
fection No. 1, 14th de-
gree. Ancient and Ac-
cepted Scottish Rite of
Free Masonry meets on
Champaign, 111., Oct. 17 Jake
Stahl, manager of the Boston world's
champions, may don foot ball clothes
in a few days, if he listens to an ap-
peal from the University of Illinois,
where, ten years ago this fall, he was
captain of the eleven. Stahl has re-
turned every year since to assist in
whipping the team into shape for the
home coming game and It is hoped
that he can do so this year. The game
will be played on November 16 with
Chicago. Av
'
that I continue to campaign at the
present time because I feel the whole
country must feel greatly the shock
at the attack on Colonel Roosevelt.
"I myself have been very much
the third Monday of each month at
7:30 o'clock in the evening In Mason-
ic Hall, south side of Plaza. Visiting
saddened because I have never felt Scottish Rite Masons are cordially In--!
WILLIAM FARAH EMIL MIGNARDOT
THE
Capital Bar
An Ice Cold Bottle or Glass of
Lemp's Beer will kill your
thirst t
A Ulass of California Wine will
put blood in your veins !
A Drink of Old Taylor Whiskey
will make you forget your
troubles!
Phone Orders Attended To Promptly
personal opposition to Mr. Roosevelt.
I am fighting issues and I am sorry
vited to attend. ;
JAMES A. MASSIE, 32,
Venerable Master,10 see me cnier spokesman of one
B
lieve that he will lick Wolgast, prepa-
rations for a match now being made.)
BY BILLY NOLAN.
Willie Ritchie, the promising
young lightweight, whose meteoric
career in the prize ring has attract-
ed the attention of the foremost
critics of the country, is hardly 21
years of age. He got his chance in
professional ranks when he took Wol-gast'- s
place with Freddie Welsh who
is conceded to be one of the clever
set of Issues kept out of the cam-
paign.
"We have had no pilot for the last
four years," said the governor. "The
P. O. E.
Santa Fe LodgeNo.
460, B. P. O. E.,
holds its regular
session on the sec-
ond and fourth
Wednesday of each
month. V 1 1 1 ing
Chicago, 111., Oct. 17. The ninth
game for the Chicago championship
was begun today by the White Sox
and the Cubs. The Cubs need only one
victory to claim the title, the Sox
two.
The Cubs opened up on Lange in
the first inning. Miller and Tinker
singled and the former scored on Zim-
merman's fly to Lord. The So tied
the score in the second on hits by
Borton and Schalk and a wild pitch by
Cheney, but Zimmerman clouted the
ball for a home run in the National's
fourth after Tinker had doubled and
put the West Siders in the lead.
IMPORTED rifiADfa'UrtRJand DOMESTIC
255 San Francisco St. Phone 239 W
ship- - of state has been wallowing in
the trough of the sea. I don't know
whether the helm is strapped or not.
I have not been aboard. Now, do you
want another four years of drifting?"
GUN MAN'S WIFE
TELLS OF BECKER
METHODS IN TRIAL
brothers are invit
ed and welcome.
PRANK T. BLANDY,
Exalted Ruler,
Pi M. A. LIENATJ,
Secretary. Everything Electric
GNAGEY& CO.,
Dealers in All Kinds of
ELECTRIC SUPPLIES AND WORK
We guarantee all our work to be
first class and according to underwrit-
ers' rules. .We give repair work as
well as new work our prompt atten-
tion. We carry no old stock. .Every
Santa Fe Camp
13514, M. W. a.
meets second Tues-
day each month, so-
cial meeting third
Tuesday at Fire-
man's Hall. Visit
COCHRAN A WINNER.
Chicago, 111., Oct. 17 Welker
Cochran, the 13 year old billiard play-
er from Manson, Iowa, scored his
fourth successive victory last night In
the class tournament here, de
feating Kent 175 to 94. Cochran aver
New York, Oct. 17. Mrs., William'
Rosenberg, wife of "Lefty Louie"' one
of the four gun men, charged with
shooting Herman Rosenthal to death,
was a witness for the state today in
the trial of Police Lieutenant Charles
Becker. The district attorney's in-
tention to place her on the stand was
unannounced and Becker's counsel
made vigorous but futile attempts to
bar her testimony from the record.
Mrs. Rosenberg's testimony was
ing neighbors welcome.
A. O. WHITTIER, Consul.
CHAS. A. RISING, Clerk.aged 913 1--8 without a cipher and had
a high run of 37. thing new. Our prices, we assure you,
are the best that your city ever ex
est lightweights in the world.
Welsh's performance with Packey
McFarland on two occasions in which
he fought the crafty Chicagoan to
draws in battles is the
best evidence of the Welshman's
ringmanship.
Several months later, Welsh was
matched to box Abe Attell ten rounds.
What Welsh dod to Attell in that ten
rounds of the greatest boxing ever
seen within the ring, will long
live in the memory of Los Angeles
fans. He handled Attell like a cat
would a mouse.
On Thanksgiving eve, Wolgast was
Btricken with appendicitis, necessi-
tating the calling off of the Welsh
nwtch. This being a holiday date,
Promoter McCarey was at his wits
ends to secure a worthy opponent for
Freddie Welsh. None capable could
be secured in Los Angeles. On the
afternoon of November 24th, Willie
Ritchie received a wire from McCa-
rey, "Will you meet Freddie Welsh
tomorrow (Thanksgiving). If accept-
able take afternoon train for the
south."
Although not prepared for a con-
test of 20 rounds, let alone to be
pitted against about the greatest
lightweight England could boast of,
Ritchie boarded the train for the
south, rode 500 miles, took breakfast
In a down town Los Angeles cafe,
unattended by a manager, or even a
"pal", scurried around to secure a
ODD FELLOWS,
No. 2, I. O. O. F.
Santa Fe Lodgs
MRS. ROOSEVELT IS
A BOSS DECLARES HER
corroborative of a portion-o- f the tes-
timony of "Bald Jack" Rose. She said
that Rose had come with Sam Schepps
to her home on May 12 to see "Louie"
HUSBAND THEODORE. meets regularly
every Thursday evening at 8 o'clocl
In Odd Fellows Hall. Visiting broth
OF HIS
perienced. Just a few of your business
men for reference: Wood-Davi- s Hard-
ware Co., Modern Grocery Co., H. Den-dah- l,
W. D. Arrlghl.
Office Palace and Cathedral Place.
P.O. Box 308.
FIGHTING POSE OF WILLIE RIT CHIB AND PORTRAIT
MANAGER, B ILLY NOLAN. (Continued from page one). about helping to get ball for Jack
Zelig, the gang leader killed the otherf
aeons, and In each case the path ofexperienced handlers, was all that
saved Welsh from taking the 10-se- the
bullet was difficult to follow. But
madieal men writina uoon the two
ond count.
ers always welcome.
FRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA.
Lodge No. 259, holds its regular
meeting on the first Thursday of each
month at Fireman's hall at 7:30 p. m.
Visiting brothers are invited and wel-
come. J. A. RAEL, F, M.'
DAVID GONZALES, Secretary. V i C
F6r several months after this Rit
chie traveled all over the country, de
"How old are you?" "Never mind, I
can fight." Ritchie just had time to
get ready for the ring. "
In a few moments Welsh and Rit-
chie were called to the center of the
ring. Welsh was the picture of con-
fidence, trained to the minute, ably at-
tended by professional seconds.
Everyone conceded a very easy
victory for the Welshman. For five
Pope Motor Cycle
. .
: ' 4 Horse Power
PRICE, $165.00 .
With Imported Magneto.
Motorcycle without s doubt with troubleleft at the factory.
featmg light and welterweights alike,
day, who had just been arrested on a
charge of carrying concealed weap-
ons. VN y-- ' 7 i-
Mrs. Rosenberg added on cross ex-
amination that she was not testifying
to help her husband or with the hope
of his receiving leniency.
Two telephone operators one a pub-
lic station, the other at the apart-
ment house where Becker lived, testi-
fied that Becker received a call in the
early morning hours of the day of
the murder.
William Reilly Identified ' "Whitey
finally arriving in Pennsylvania.
There Packey McFarland was match-
ed for six rounds with young Ernie,
the swiftest and cleverest welter- -
cases, after McKinley's death, declared
there was no similarity.
President Garfield was wounded
twice. The first, a flesh wound in the
arm, was of little consequence. The
second, fired from the rear, and made
by a er bullet from a British
bulldog revolver, was the fatal one.
The autopsy showed that the sur-
geons had been deceived as to the real
nature of the Injury. Instead of pass-
ing through the liver and traversing
the abdominal cavity, as supposed, it
was found that the ball, after fractur-
ing the right eleventh rib, had passed
through the spinal column in front nf
the spinal canal, fracturing the first
lumbar vertebrae, driving a number
Ritchie was getting ! weight on tne Atlantic seaDoaru. uor six rounds
more than he gave. However he was the same Ernie wno decisively CD
F. W. FARMER
Homestead No,
2879, Brotherh-
ood of , Ameri-
can Yoemen.
Meets first Fri-
day of the
month at the
Firemen's HalL
irant nftr WaIrTi and hv the 17th defeated Mike Gibbons, the middle--
Lewis" and "Dago Frank" as 'the men
who rented apartments from him un-
der the name of Gordon, .some time
after June 10.
couple of seconds amongst strangers.
Securing the men who were to attend
to him during the battle this game
youngster made his way to the Ver-
non arena, and introduced himself to
McCarey. The latter, surprised at
round, the young Californian had weight who is now a reigning sensa-Wels- h
doing some merry sidestepping tion in the east Again this young
to keep out of his way; several times Ritchie, eagerly consented to take
Welsh was In a very bad way up to ' McFarland's place aa he had Wol-th- e
20th round. Lack of condition on Bast's several months previous. H.Max Margolis, who described him LIGHT
SILENT AND BBLIABLK.
PASH BROS., Arts., Santa Fe
Foreman, A. E. Robinson.
Cor. Sec David Gonzales.self as "tipster" for newspapers, tesErnie to a standstill.bis youthful appearance, queried, j the part of Ritchie, coupled with In-- j He fought
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PERSONALS ALL REBELS (NMEXICO UNITE
TO GET MADERO
Incorporated 1903X Established 1856 LADIES!
You Will Find the
Correct Styles InDON'T TAKE OUR WORD!
LET US SHOW YOU
Our Large Assortment of
New Fall and Winter Goods
Sweaters, Underwear, Gloves, Etc.
Also a New Shipment of
Washington, D. C, Oct. 17 John T.
Cameron, the El Paso cattle man kid-
naped by Mexican rebels and held for
ransom, was released yesterday upon
payment of $1250 to his captors.
No disorder occurred in the street,
TELEPHONES.
Editor's office, 31 J.
Business office, 31 W.
Sir. and Mr3. G. V. Crawford are
here from Kansas.
Rev. I. E. Seder is here on his way
to San Juan county.
B. S. Phillips, the well known lum-
ber man is here from Velarde.
Malaquias Martinez, well known re-
publican ami formerly territorial oil
MILLINERY
- AT
MRS. W. LINDHARDT,
125 Palace Ave.
an w. r:.r"ni! ; ,.t a
1 Bon Ton Corsets
BUT COME AND SEE
FOR YOURSELF
THE LINE OF SUPERIOR MADE
Waists and One - Piece
- DRESSES
For Evening Wear are absolutely
the last word in all that is beautiful
and perfect in this line.
but the banks and commercial houses,
fearing the Inability of the rebels to
maintain order, closed their doors.
There is little danger of the inhab-
itants suffering from a siege, since the
rebels control a large agricultural area
in all directions.
It is taken for granted thnt General
Aguilar is in accord with Felix Diaz
IThe collector of customs at Vera
Cruz turned over nearly half a mil JULIUS H. GERDES, - Santa Fe.
inspector, is here from Taos,
Miss Dorothy Meyers, of Gallup, Is
the guest of Miss Ruth Laughlin at her
home on Don Gaspar avenue.
Mrs, O. C. Watson formerly of
Santa Pe, and now of Pueblo, Colo.,
is visiting Mrs. E. C. Abbott.
lion of gold to the rebels and closed
and that the two have entered into an the customs house. , j 1Shipping business is therefore at a
standstill. Diaz, who escaped the
agreement with numerous bands of
rebels in the states of Vera Cruz and
Oaxaca.Mrs. T. A. Hayden's many friends vigilance of the government detec- -
LADIES' COATS,
CLOAKS, SUITS
and DRESSES areALL GOING !It is rumored that Pascual Orozco tives on Sunday night, appeared inNEW STYLES-N- EW FABRICS and Felix Diaz have readied an under
THE NEW LINE of Misses' anddirls' Blue Serge Suits and
Jalapa, capital of the state of Vera
Cruz, on Tuesday, but his presence
was not discovered until he was on
the way to Vera Cruz with some 200
men. At the same time, Colonel Jose
Diaz Ordaz, of the 21st infantry wan
on his way from Orizba. Together
Diaz and Ordaz entered Vera Cruz at
standing to unite all the rebels against
President Madero.
,
Mexico City, Mex Oct. 17. The
Mexican government, insisting that
Commodore Azueta is still able to con-
trol the gunboats today ordered him
to bombard Vera Cruz, held by Gen-
eral Diaz.
GOING TO BE THROWN ON THE COUNTERS THIS WEEK
at prices that will shatter your nerves. We will show you
that we can give prices, and on the very best merchandise,
merchandise that we back up with our name and reputation.
are glad to see she is out again after
ten days illness at the sanitarium.
Frank Levan, the attorney, return-
ed yesterday from a business trip
through the northern part of the
state.
Adjutant General A. S. Brooks of
the New Mexico national guard, has
gone to Dallas, Texas, to be gone for
a week or ten days. His trip there is
on official business.
George Curry will leave tomorrow
for a trip through Colfax county and
other eastern counties in New Mex-
ico, where he will talk Theodore
Roosevelt as long as he is able.
Miss May Bergere passed a fairly
Dresses are a Picture of the Dress-
maker's Art. Prices way down.
THE SECOND SHIPMENT OF
Blazers & Knit Norfolk Jackets
You Never Go Wrong at Seligman's
Ua., llftll UK , . I lit? llllH.ll- -
Dispatches from Vera Cruz, howev- - trv wa8 in barracks there nn,l n nrnn- -
er, Indicate that Azueta's two Sun-- . osition to join the rebellion was sub I ADOLF SELIGMAN DRY GOODS CO.boats, Bravo and Morelos, have beentaken by the holders of Felix Diaz.
A crisis has been readied in the af-
fairs of Mexico and President Made-ro'-s
administration is at a critical
point. The resignation of his cabi- - INSURE WITH HAYWARD AND REST CONTENT.good night and is reported to be doingSEL1E1H BROS. COMPM
JJ
well after the operation for appendi-jne- t was demanded in the chamber of
citis. There were many callers today deputies last night by Deputy Queri- -
mitted to the officers and men. It was
accepted by practically the entire
personnel of the regiment; but the
I9th infantry regiment, also stationed
there, rejected the proposal and was
at once surrounded by the disloyal
troops. Col. Gutierrez, commanding
the I9th, notified the government of
his loyalty and received orders to
fight but the rebels numbered nearly
600 while the lflth was only 450
strong, and soon joined the rebels
without a fight.
This placed in the hands of Felix
Diaz not only all the troops in Vera
Cruz but six 80 milimetre guns and
One of the most com-
plete modern homes in
the city of Santa Fe.
FOR SALEat St. Vincent's sanitarium seekingnews of the condition of the patient.Miss ; Mary McFie, daughter of
Judge arid Mrs. John R. McFie of. this
city, will sing iji ihe .Congregational
Church 'tomorrow, according to the
Duke City papers. Miss McFie now
is head of the music department of
the University of New Mexico.
do Moheno, but the president of the
chamber refused to permit discussion
and the motion will come up again to-
day.
With General Felix Diaz, nephew
of the exiled in undisput-
ed control of Vera Cruz, Mexico's
most important seaport, reports have
reached here also of new uprisings in
various parts of the republic includ-
ing the city of Pachuca, only 55 miles
from the capital. Beside this, the
FIVE ROOMS.SLEEPING PORCH, BATH, HEAT, BEST OF LOCATIONS
For Price and Terms Inquire of
JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, MANAGER,
Room 8, Capita! City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.
an abundance of ammunition
El Paso, Texas, Oct. 17. Organ iza-- ;MANY MINERS LOST.
Hobart, Tasmania, Oct. 17. It is
tion of a Felix Diax rebel "Junta"
has assumed large proportions in' El ID
UNITED STATES BANK & TRUST CO.
CAPITAL 850,000 00
Does a General Banking Business;;
Your Patronage Solicited
N. B. LAUGHLIN, President. W. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier.
J. B. LAMY, t.
loyalty of the army is questioned IF IT'S REAL ESTATE, HAYWARD HAS IT.lTnn l-- .I..... 1 .1 .J . .now believed that forty-fiv- e miners Doubts as to the specific object of the t 7, " 6 '" "f ,
nig me nigiu secieiiy in me Mexican
part of this city. Federal officials at
j Juarez, Mexico, today declared dis-- !
belief of the reports from Vera Cruz,
j but admitted that if true, the condi
was proclaimed provisional president
by Colonel Jose Diaz Ordaz his cousin
and commander of the 21st infantry,
stationed at Vera Cruz.
perished in the north Mount Lyell
mine near here which caught Are last
Saturday.. The rescuers were still at
work today and hoped to reach the
lower levels soon, but as many men
imprisoned there have been without
food, water or clear air, since the
fire broke out, little hope for their
safety is entertained.
tion of a Felix Diaz rebel "junta"
General Pascual Orozco, the rebel
leader in the north,' is working in close
conjunction with the Diaz movement
So far advanced are the plans of
Diaz and his supporters, that they are
said to have already selected a pro-
visional cabinet. Among those com-
posing it is General Bernardo Reyes,
We Are Going to Sell Out
All of Our Stoves
And at Cost Prices,
To make room for a large shipment of FURNITURE.
Seeing the Coal Burners, Wood Burners, of all sizes
and many styles, is enough tomake you buy. Pre-
pare now for the cold weather.
and is expecting developments in
northern Mexico, although a part of
CASCARE ITS" BEST
Two Acres in Orchard and
Small Fruit; Eight-roo- m
House, Stable and Other
Buildings.
FOR SALE
the Diaz plan did not materialize
along the border territory. However,
suspicion has been aroused recently
by the seeming inactivity of federal
troops in the north. Reports today
show that rebels have burned nearly
40 bridges along the Mexico North-
western railway, torn down telegraph
poles and ripped up the tracks.
who is now in the military prison of
the capital as the result of his fail-
ure of an attempted rebellion a year
ago. He haB been named minister of
war.
President. Francisco
de la Barra has been slated for the
portfolio of foreign affairs and Al-
berto Garcia Grandades as minister
of the interior.
The department of communications
according to the rebel fllan, is to go
to Alberto Robles Gil, now governor
BOWEL CLEANSERSix ACRES ON ACEQU1A MADREPart of
Tract in Alfalfa and 18 Fruit Trees in Bearing.
All, Under Irrigation. Mile from Plaza. THE
AKERS-WAGNE- R FURNITURE CO.t
I! 1 SAN FRANCISCO STREET.OFFICER GOES
ON THE STANDLOW-PRIC- E TO PURCHASER IF TAKEN AT ONCE i Headache, Sour Stomach,Bilious Aess and Bad Taste
Gone By Morning.
Salem, Mass., Oct. 17. Michael A.
Barry, a Lawrence policeman, testi-
fied today in the trial of Joseph E.
of Jalisco, who it is said, may for-
mally throw his state into rebellion
because of a sharp altercation with
President Madero, who recently de-
manded his resignation.
The town of Pachuca, in the state
ft The people of Santa Fe are invited to visit the Largest and
S Best Jewelry Store in the City and inspect our COLPLETE$ LINE ofiO. C. WATSON & CO.
Phone, Red 189.
1 19 San Francisco St., : : Santa Fe, New Mexico- -
of Hidalgo, has been added to the list "ALAIN" SILVER PLATED WARE
This is the Highest Grade Plated Ware on the Market, and
we carry two desirable patterns, the
DIANA AND THE BRIDE'S BOQUET.
Furred Tongue, Bad Taste, Indi-
gestion, Sallow Skin and Miserable
Headaches come from a torpid liver
and clogged bowels, which cause
your stomach to become filled with
undigested food, which sours and fer-
ments like garbage in a swill barrel.
That's the first step to untold mis-
ery indigestion, foul gases, bad
breath, yellow skin, mental fears,
t
I
of the places controlled by Diaz
through the action of Francisco Cha-
vez, former chief of the secret service
when Felix Diaz was chief of police.
When Felix Diaz was police chief,
Chavez was jefe politico of Pachuca.
-
.
w w- - I vil aiwn JJeverything that is horrible and nause uatnenng a rew state troops ana a
ating. A Cascaret tonight will give i considerable number of Dersonal fol- -
Ettor, Arthur Giovannatti and J. Ca-
ruso, members of the Industrial Work-
ers of the World, charged with being
responsible for the shooting of Anna
Lopizzo in a strike riot at Lawrnce
last January.
"Officer Gallagher and I met Gio-
vannatti after he had been addressing
a crowd," Barry testified. "Galla-
gher told him that the strike ought
to be conducted more peaceably.
"You should conduct the strike by
peaceful picketing," Gallagher told
him, "if you want to win." "What is
peaceful picketing?" Giovannitti ask-
ed. "Why," Gallagher replied, "stop-
ping men on their way to work and
arguing with them. , You shouldn't
use any force or threats," "Oh, the
h with that," Glovatnnatti re-
plied. "If they don't quit work we'll
bust their heads."
In further conversation Barry tes
MULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
License Numbers, 66-6- Day or Night Phone, I JO Red.
Next Door to Postoffice.
your constipated bowels a thorough
cleansing and straighten you out by
morning. They work while you" sleep
a 10-ce- box from your druggist
will keep you feeling good for months.
Millions of. men and women take a
Cascaret now and then to keep their
stomach, liver and bowels regulated,
and never know a miserable moment.
Don't forget the children their little
insides need a good, gentle cleansing
too.
JOHN HAMPEL, Proprietor.
COLORADO SALOON
FINE WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS.
Family Trade Supplied.
259 San Francisco St. SANTA FE, N. M.
lowers, he has armed them and for-
mally declared the district under the
Diaz banner.
In Yucatan, two new revolutionary
parties began operations today, one
in the south and the other in the west
of the state. It is assumed they are
working under Diaz. Felix Diaz, ir--a
proclamation which reached the cap-
ital today, bitterly assailed Madero,
and his family. The president is ac-
cused of being a murderous tyrant
whom Diaz calls on all, especially the
array, to assist him in overthrowing.
Diaz promises that once peace has
tified, Giovannitti spoke defiantly of
the police militia and federal troops. Send yourbeen restored elections will be hon
Why Wait?
SEND YOUR OPTICAL REPAIRS DIRECT TO
TAUPERT,
Dispensing Optician.
estly conducted. In the meantime,
H. S. KAUNE a CG.
Where Prices are Lowes
for Safe Quality.
Every Womanthe provisional government will, he
says, be carried on by honest and
hard-to-su-it typist here
Any demand that your work or your typist can possibly
make, in any ordinary or exceptional requirement of
typewriting, is covered by our three machines
1i Interestec and should Know
about the wonderfulcapable men regardless of political af-
filiations.
t MARVEL Whirling Spray
The new Vaoiiuu Syrlnga.
Best most convenient, tz
cleanse instantly.
At a meeting of the Vera Cruz
chamber of commerce, Felix Diaz ut-
tered the assurance that no forced Ask your druegist for it.
The Home Grown Fruit Season
is on and we are offering to the
particular housewife the best to
to be had in Remington
Smith Premier MonarchIf he cannot supply thtf
MARVEL, accept no other?loans would be made.NEW MEXICO.E. LAS VEGAS, :t but send itamo for illustrated
book sealed. It Eives full particu, The rebel forces have been dispos lars and directions invaluable to ladies. Ied at stragetic points and one detach' MARVEL CU.. 44 East 234 Slrsst.tlaw Isck
ment has been sent west to cut the
Complete Visible Writing;
single or double keyboard; shifting
carriage or shifting type segment;
Accurate Work-Qu- ick Returns !
PEACHES,
PEARS
and PLUMS
We can also supply you with
machines of any width of carriage;lifESJ machines regulated to any touch;
machines to write, add and sub
tract; machines for any kind of formFT. SUMNER CANTALOUPES
Remingtonand tabular work; machines with many
special features; machines for every
CORRICIC LIVERY BARN
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY
Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.
Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention and the Best
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.
the finest cantaloupes grown.
We have jst received
shipment of
CHASE & SANBORN S
railways so as to prevent the ap-
proach of military trains from the
capital.
The detachment of government
troops sent from this city last night
has been recalled and confined to
quarters.
Several hundred rifles and some
millions of cartridges being unload-
ed from a German steamer at Vera
Cruz, are assumed to have fallen in-
to the hands of the rebels. They had
been ordered by the federal govern-
ment. There also were a number of
machine guns on board.
Jalapa and Cordova are reported to
have fallen into the power of the
Diaz forces.
General Aguilar, with his followers,
is said to be in occupation of Jalapa
and another detachment of rebels is
said to be marching on Cordova. The
governor of the state of Vera Cruz, 1b
reported to have been arrested at Ja-lap-
Another report says Matamo-ra- s
and Tamaulipis have been taken
special purpose; 41 different
models comprise our complete
line.
The Remington Typewriter
Service is a universal service
universal in p.verv sense of the
Best Coffee and Teas
INSURANCE
Fire, Life, Accident,
Plate Glass, Etc. Etc.
REAL ESTATE
'City Property, Farms,
Ranches, Orchards
Land. (Grants, Etc!
Surety Bonds
Of 'All Kinds.
104 DON GASPER ST. ... Telephone 9 W
Premier "".jr word. It includes everythingRAPID DELIVERY SERVICE
If you want the best inlive paper makes a live-- , toya.
We are making a live paper. Read It. GROCERIES, FRUITS
and it extends everywhere. We
not only have machines for
every purpose, but our service
includes operators, inspections,
supplies, rentals ; in fact, every
conceivable requirement of the
FOR 5ALE
-3- 20-ACRE RANCH
all under fence, good improve-
ments, lots of water. Fine hav
by General Manuel Mendiziabal.AND VEGETABLES
"GO TO
A battle today between the rebels
under Felix Diaz and the government
troops is thought probable somewhereHand and farm land with a fine typewriter user.
WE WILL MAIL YOU $1
for each Set or old False Teeth send us.
Highest prices pi'id for old Gold, Silver,
old Watches, Broken Jewelry and Pre-
cious Stones.
MOUSY 8IT5D BY RETURN MAIL
PHILA. SMELTING & REFINING CO.
ESTABLISHED 20 YEARS
863 Chestnut St. Philadelphia, Pa.
U TO DENTISTS
We w Mirny your Gold Fillings, Gold Scrap,
and Platinum. Highest prices paid.
Telephone 194 W., Room U MonarchRemington Typewriter Company
between Vera Cruz and Cordova.
The rebels with Felix Diaz, and Col.
Diaz Ordaz, at their head left Vera
Cruz early today, following the line
of the Mexican railway to meet the
government troops from Mariano and
crop on it and about 40 head of
cattle. Six miles from railroad
and 7 miles from the mountain.Sell at a bargain. ' Address.
FRANK DAVIS,
" - - ' MerUrty, N. M.
H. S. KAUNE a CO.
V
Where Prices are Lowest
for Safe Quality
ItKorporated)
1645 Champa Street, Denver, Colorado.LAUGHLIN BUILDING,
SANTA FP. - NEW MEXICOAzcarraga,
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THE SWITZERLAND OF AMERICA. CAPITAL, SURPLUS AND NET PROFITS, $250,000
R. J. PALEN,
President.
L. A. HUGHES,
Vice-Pre.-ide- nt.
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Santa Fe New Mexican
Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postoftice
The Sata Fe New Mexican Published Dally
The New Mexican Review English Weekly
El Nuevo Mexlcano Spanish Weekly
The New Mexican Printing Co., Publishers
The Ranch of the Rockies--Ope- n the Year Round.
Beautiful Illustrated Booklet on request.
Bronson M. Cutting President
Charles M. Stauffer General Manager
J.Wight Glddlngs Editor
William F. Brogan Associate Editor
THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF SANTA FE
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
The Oldest Bank in the State. Organized in 1870.
Time Is the test of a bank's endurance and strength.
Growth determines its adaptability to changing condl- -
tions. This bank has successfully withstood all the
country's financial and commercial disasters for over
forty years. Its management has regarded safety as of
the first importance In banking, a tradition that still
rules Its policy, but the bank Is not living on Its history
but depends for its prosperity upon adaptability to presen-
t-day needs.
Commercial Bills discounted. Credit and Deposit Ac-
counts opened. Letters of Credit and Drafts Issued on
all Countries. Coupons collected and cashed. Stock Ex-
change Sales and Purchases effected. Telegraphic
transfers of money made.
It Is important for every business house to establish
banking relations with a strong, service-givin- g bank
where credit can be had when required.
Exchange your inactive funds for our t me Certificates
of Deposit
Confer with our officers In regard to your banking
business.
VALLEY RANCH, N. MTHE VALLEY RANCH,
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Sally, par yeir: mall 5.0 Dally Per Ouartar, y mall $1.25
Dally, six msnths, by mall $2.50 Dally per quarter, by earrler $1.50
Weekly, per year $1.00 Weekly, tlx month 60 Emms yngH stars shows up in some heroic andspectacular bit of work. The othernight at Milwaukee, when Rooseveltwas shot, one of the first to sieze theassailant was Henry Cochems. Onlya few seasons back this same Coch-ems was one of the stars of the Wis-
consin University eleven, and the
courage he showed then did not de-
sert him in the later hour when a su-
preme courage was demanded. Our
great American field sports have a
tendency to strengthen rather than
weaken. They do not tend in any way
toward a puny citizenship.
WE EAT POISON.
"All of Today's News Today"
Dos Canones Viejcc. Uncle Tom?
El Chanate del Condado de San
Miguel. Que no?
Will the gentleman from Dona Ana
yield for a question?
Tliem two old cannon have not
came yet.
J. B. READ,
Cashier.
FRANK McKANE,
Assistant Cashier JI
SEEMS CONFIDENT,
Mrs. Woodrow Wilson must have
been receiving underground commun-
ications or messages by wireless. She
is reported to have been in Philadel-
phia purchasing her wardrobe for her
reign in the White House, It indi-
cates a lack of experience in politi-
cal affairs and a recognition of the
mutability of events in this peculiar
and particular department of Ameri-
can national life. After a more extend-
ed knowledge of things political, Mrs.
Wilson will be less impulsive in her
preparations for future affairs and
FOUR PER CENT Per Annum Interest Paid on TIME DEPOSITS
PHONES:
BUSINESS OFFICE 31 W EDITORIAL ROOMS 31 J Did you know that every day ofour lives we are storing away in this
system of ours, one of the most viru
lent poisons known among scientists?will wait until something really hap-
pens.
It has not been stated whether Mr.
ZARAPERIA MEXICANA,
EDDY DELGADO, PROPRIETOR.
MANUFACTURER OF
Balleta Blankets, Rugs, Scarfs, Pillow Tops with Navajo and
and Mexican Designs, Heavy Rugs made of Native
Wool with Navajo Designs. Lettering, Etc.Both Native and Germantown Wool Used.
Send for Price List and Full Information.
Wilson has ordered a new dress suit,
.
Think of El Chanate using a man
like Nathan Jaffa.
AVhile Theodore Roosevelt lives
there is hope and hope springs eternal
in the human breast.
An assassin of character is just as
deadly in his way, as the assassin with
the pistol. One shoots at the body,
the other at the reputation.
The Hon. William Jennings Bryan
declares that just because Theodore
Roosevelt is wounded, Is no reason
for leaving the stump. WTe can at last,
understand why it was that the great
American DeoDle rejected Hon. Wil- -
119 Don Gaspar Avenue.
stand-u- p
.collar and white tie, but he is
a man and realizes that little things
like those can be built between No-
vember and March. It may be dif-
ferent with woman's attire in fact, I
know it is, and those rare, beautiful,
wonderful creations that have come to
be a part of the raiment of women
cannot be constructed in a day. How-
ever, the governor has not yet relin- -
II
HAIL TO THE NEW DAVID.
And Saul armed David with his armor, and he put a helmet of brass
upon his head; also he armed him with a coat of mail.
And David Baid unto Saul, I cannot go with these for I have riot proved
them. And David put them off him.
And he took his staff in his hand and chose him five smooth stones out
of the brook and put them in a shepherd's bag which he had; and his sling
was in his hand; and he drew near the Philistine (Goliah).
And the Philistine said unto David: Am I a dog that thou comest to me
with stones? And Goliah cursed David by his gods.
Then said David to the Philistine: Thou comest to me with a sword
and with a spear and with a shield; but I come to thee in the name of the
Lord of hosts, the Cod of the armies of Israel, whom thou hast defied.
And David put his hand in his bag and took thence a stone and slang
it, and smote the Philistine in the forehead, that the stone sunk into his
forehead and he fell upon his face to the earth.
And therefore David ran and stood upon tlie Philistine and took his
sword and slew him and cut off his head therewith. 1 Samuel: 17.
Hail to the modern David!
Hail to the David of 1912, rising in his Balkan hills, and may he cut
off the unspeakable Turk's head therewith! God speed him!
The Montenegrin, the Bulgar, the Greek, have thrown off Saul's coat of
mail they are marching to battle for liberty, home and civilization without
It is just bitter, plain, green arsenic.
Now, in this age of scientific investi-
gation everything seems to be going
under the chemical analysis and these
restless investigators have now
tackled our vegetables and fruit. I
read the other day that onions con-
tain .003 of arsenic; beans .010; peas,
.009; radishes, .009; celery, .020; caul-
iflower, .008; bananas, .006, and the
festive apple which is one of the
great products of this western sec-
tion, .005. And so the possession of
arsenic seems to be a portion of pret-
ty near all of the things we eat in
the vegetable, fruit and nut line.
. Now, after all these years when
experts have been called upon to
give testimony in murder trials where
poisoning seemed to be the cause of
death, we are just being told that
mistakes may have been made on
account of the constantly accumulat-
ing poison that has been stored up in
our system from eating those very
things which nature seems to have
bestowed upon us for our delectation
theliam Dennines Brvan. his cross of quistiea tne governorsnip ana
eold and his conception of a "square gowns now being made in Philadel-
THE PALACE
SANTA FE, N. M.
MABSON & MENDENHALL, Proprietors.
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT. AMERICAN AND EUROPEAN PLAN.
LEADING COMMERCIAL HOTEL.
deal."
The latest story circulated by cer
tain persons is that Theodore Roose-
velt employed Schrank to shoot him in
order to make votes for himself and
do "some more grand stand" work. If
the gold which "big business" of Pans and London and New York refuses
you believe it, vote against Theodore
Roosevelt and the progressive party.
Neither of them want such votes even
if they go down to defeat.
phia may yet be used at Trenton when
the winter season is in full swing.
Every man, no matter whether he is
in public life or not gets some kind
of an idea of what it really means in
this day to properly clothe our lovely
and adorable womanhood, and few, of
us begrudge the money that goes
out to buy the picture hats I believe
that's what ' they are called and
those other bits of apparel that women
so enjoy, and which so adds to their
enchanting personality. However, if
I were Woodrow, I would check Mrs.
Wilson's Impulsive enthusiasm at this
stage of the game and kindly and
courteously suggest that the last in-
ning has not been played and a base
hit or two by the other fellow may
them.
u
IEuropean
Rate, $1.00 and up,
American Plan, $2.50 and up.Dollar diplomacy, fearing that this divine war against the human beast and physical necessities.
Where science is going to lead us
if this constant investigation keeps Meals, 50 Cents.on, neaven only knows.
Bread and butter have become a
of the near east will "hurt business," may have snatched away our Davids
spear and shield, but no matter; he draws near the loathsome Giant with
the five smooth stones of righteousness, and in the name of the God of
hosts and the hosts of humanity, prepares to wipe from the earth this
ghastly stain this shameful thing we call Turkey.
We ask our readers to recall a list of the inhuman offenses of the
Turk during recent years. We ask them to recall their own fervent prayers
of the past that the day would come and not be long delayed, when civiliza-
tion, forgetting its politics and its dollars for a season, would sling the stone
and wield the sword that would forever destroy the develish Ottoman
luxury in the restaurants in New York
city; the necessities of Itfe are soar
Rooms en suite with or without private bath.
Local and Long Distance Telephones in
rooms. Hot and cold running water,
steam heat, electric lights.
ing up higher than ever an aeroplane
reached. We are finding it difficult
Shall we Americans give the Balkan David our sympathy and support?, LARGE, FREE SAMPLE ROOMS IN CONNECTION.
even to exist in spite of our pros-
perity and big pay envelopes, and
now along comes science with fur-
ther investigations and tells us that
we are eating arsenic every day of
our lives. What are they trying to
win the game. But I am not paying
the bills for Mrs. Wilson's wardrobe
and I am not personally interested. I
only offer the above suggestion to
Woodrow, having been in the political
game and Knowing some of its vicissi-
tudes.
NOW THE PIG SKIN. .
Base ball is in eclipse. Yesterday'?
big game which stirred our people
from end to end of our country closed
in a whirlwind of excitement, and the
Or shall we skulk away back there in the rear with the craven Rothschild-
-Morgan armies and let him run forward alone and uncheered to meet
the giant enemy of everything that is decent and human and sacred on earth?
0
LEARNING OF LIFE.
There is perhaps no individual in this whole country better qualified
?do with us, draw us closer to the
(Starvation line, put fruit and vege The Montezuma Hoteltables on the prohibition list, poisonur. by slow degrees or is it just a
bit of scientific information?
HERE AT "HOME.
fa mt
"Wal I hev gone an got mysulf in
to an awful fix," says the Old Codger
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
THE TRAVELING MAN'S HOME
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
private baths. Electric light, Steam Meat,
Central Location.
"I hev did a awful wrong tu mister
Owens and thet thur mister D. C. Col-
lier. Them exhibits wus shipped down
thur tu th Albukurk fair, th three- -
stars and s in the big engage-
ment will be under the clouds until
the robins nest again.
It was a great game, that closing
one, and had its element of luck as
all baseball games do. "If Snodgrass
had not muffed the fly" the New York
supporters say, New York would
have won. Yes, and if New York had
Santa Fe Citizens Gladly Testify and
Confidently Recommend Doan's
Kidney Pills.
It is testimony like the following
that has placed Doan's Kidney Pills so
far above competitors. When people
right here at home raise' their voice
In praise there is no room left for
doubt. Read the public statement of
a Santa Fe citizen:
leg chickun es dead en th six-le- g calf
Large Sample Rooms. THOS. DORAN, Prorpietor.es nigh starved tu death. I do notknow whut I am agoin tu do about it
Alberto Garcia, Galisteo St., Santa
to speak of the. condition of the American working girls than Jane Addams.
It is certain that no one has so deeply studied their lives nor offered so great
alleviation in their suffering. She is qualified to speak above all others.
She is an active and enthusiastic worker in the progressive cause. In a
sentence this remarkable woman, who has done so much and sacrificed so
much in what she feels is a sacred cause, the uplifting of the afflicted
and downtrodden, gives her explanation of her entrance in the political
struggle now going on. "I have learned of life," she says. Thus she knows
that some new plan must be adopted, something of the nature of the old
age insurance plan, as that of Germany.
Miss Addams shows that proposal after proposal in the progressive
platform is "born of the people's hard necessities."
The remedies proposed by the progressive party are not new in the
other industrial nations of the world. We have been too busy, playing to
the big interests in the political game, to give any attention to the needs
of the working people, or those who are really the bone and sinew of our
governmental structure.
The two old parties have been able to see only big business in the last
few years, and have forgotten wholly the interests of the common, average
citizen.
It was left for the progressives to bring to the attention of the people
ihese vital issues and make of them a practical political issue.
"1 have learned of life." That is the real inspiration of the progressive
movement; and the life of our people, their chance in the world, their
right to at least an even break in the struggle for existence, is worthy
of some consideration, isn't it?
THE COST OF LIUING.
There is no issue in this campaign which affects so large a number
of people in so conspicuous a degree as the tyranny of prices and the grow-
ing oppression of the markets. The year 1912 was ushered into history
with a climax of popular agitation regarding "cost of living" unparalleled
How About That Fire Insurance? :
IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED ?
fur I am well nigh up against it I
hev just found out thet mister Owens
shipped them thur exhibits becus of a
pussonal friendly feelin fer a feller
named Shee ov th Denver and Reo
Grand railroad, on .thet railroad
ensted ov th Santy Fee railroad when
he shud not hev did so en thur-for-
them exhibits es not yet reached Al-
bukurk but now air at Barranky en
mister owen es as hot es blazes, hes
writ tu me a letter a demandin ov
me thet I git them exhibits back fur
him en a holdin me responsibul fur th
death ov thet chickun which he values
fur ten dollars. He is a goin tu bring
a libelous suit agin me fur whut I hev
wrote tu mister Cutting ov him en
thet fair down tu Albukurk1 en I am
in a awful fix. I hev asked thet feller
made a few more base hits they
would have won too, in spite of the
muffed fly," but they couldn't; they
didn't, so Boston won.
It is so in life, all the way through.
If we had or had not, how different
tilings would have .been and it's all in
the game, be it baseball or the big
game of life. About all we can do is
to put up the best fight we can, and
take what is handed to us.
The rough and tumble foot ball has
not taken quite the hold on our peo-
ple that the king of games, base ball
has, but it has its popular idols and
heroes, too, though they go into
eclipse after 'Thanksgiving day and
re, M., says: "I deem it a pleasure
to confirm the public statement I gave
in praise of Doan's Kidney Pills about
seven years ago. I found them to be
an excellent remedy and I have never
hesitated to vouch for ' their merit
when an opportunity has been present-
ed. For two years I was lr bad shape
from backache and kidney trouble and
when Doan's Kidney Pills were
brought to my notice, I resolved to
try them. I procured a box and they
not only drove away bachache, but
regulated the passages of the kidney
secretions and toned up my entire
system."
Think About It! --Then Act
THE MOULTON-ESP- E COMPAN Y
GENERAL AQENTS, SANTA FE, N. M
stay for three hundred days. For sale by alj dealers. Price 50
cents. Foster-Milbur- n Co., Buffalo,Shee tu git them exhibits fur me but Sometimes I think that training onhe hes tole me thet their air eight , hf erirliron is not bad for our collefeCin the annals or American industry. So startling has been the rise in
price levels during the past two years that the burden lias been felt in bridges washed out, thet six miles ov boys. It takes nerve to play the game
every household in the land and in the homeB of the poor many tracks kin not be found a tall, en gol atl(j timid' men better stav out of it
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.
HALL & HALL," THE INSURANCE MEN," THE riTWe'Tns. co.
of Pittsburg, Pa., writing the most liberal Life Insurance Contracts.
"necessaries" of life have become impossible luxuries. darn ' thev kin even find th train Once in a while one of the football The Ocean Accident & Guarantee Corporation &ffiSiUSfbillty, Plate Glass and Automobile Insurance.The progressive party has made the "high cost of living" an issue in se"8e y'turday- - " " calf dies, too,this campaign. It believes that the public has grown impatient of perpetual ' k,n "ot 8e? hur ' am at a 0'
exposition of iron-boun- d economic laws. It demands that the people shall 'dern " en ef they fetch thet llbel 8ult
have an answer more substantial than that to be found in broken promises on me' ' in not flit thet Post offu8
nni nicriirce fmi fi uH iia ui timo tu m a nir r,i, i h ,i i ki . out u tusukee wh Ich I am a candydate
The Equitable Surety Company of st Louis, Mo., writing all forms of Suretyand Fidelity Bonds.AMERICA'S PRETTIEST WORKING GIRLS
GENERAL AGENTS HALL & HALL KOOM 21. CAPITAL CITYBANKBLDG.
Full inquiry into the causes of the high cost of living and immediate a?t!or Tur 80 not know whut tu do anymure. &n n uuuuis never Kum singui
NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE
ev seems iur i nev lost six ov my
chickuns with the rupe en th cow she
hes gone plum dry, en thet's a fac'
by heck."
to deal with every need such inquiry discloses."
The progressive party is a protest against the conditions under which
this abnormal cost of living has been permitted to develop. It is a protest
against the industrial justice which makes it impossible for thousands of
families in this country to maintain a respectable standard of existence.
It is a protest against a social code which attempts to justify the deplorablefact that a great mass of honest toilers in this nation are not rerpivW a If you stand uncompromisingly fori
living wage. It is a protest against that modern slavery under which the tne Present tax rate, the present taxa--
toll of the iuAuy has become the spoil of the few. tion system, the present party meth-- 1
0 oas, the unseating of Abelino Romero
as he was unseated in fact, if you are rPASS IT AROUND. 4 'f a member in good standing of the an--
Says a rampant Taft newspaper in the east: "It is a battle between j cient order of the double cross, votethe realities of prosperity and the hazy promises of political aspirants." for Nathan Jaffa. Mr Jaffa, a goodNow, if the prosperity brought about by 'the magician, Taft, could only honest man. bv his ncrpntan f thtbe made to spread to the common, everyday citizen and put within his nomination is compelled to stand for
those things. Also vote for Taft.
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
'The West Point of the Southwest.
Ranked as "Distinguished
Institution " by the U S.
War Department.
Located in tbe beautiful Pecos
Valley,S,700 feet above seo level,
sunshine every day. Ooen air
work throughout thu entire ses-
sion. Conditions for physical
'
and mental development are
IDEAL such as cannot be found
elsewhere in America. Four-
teen officers and Instructors, all
graduates from standard Ea st-
ern colleges. Ten buildings,
modern in every respect.
Regents :
E. A. C A HOON, President.
J. E. RHEA,
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
JOHN W. POK, SeoretaryT
W. A. F1NLAY. .
r
For particulars and illustrated cata-logu-
address,
C0L.JAS.W.WILLS0N,Sopt
H. E. Archer, merchant of West
over, Aia., states "My boy had a
ifauu me upuesHnica ui jut; wniuii are Kuiug up wun an alarming rapidity,the prosperity slogan would be taken up by them with an unexampled willing-
ness.
The trouble is that the great and brilliant era of prosperity seems onlyto be reached by those who control the big interests. The coal miners
are having a struggle for very existence; the day workers find it hard
to make ends meet; the common geezer pays taxes in which the great
corporationists should have a share, but who are shielded by the manipula-
tions of the organization leaders. .
Pass the prosperity around, Mr. Taft.
6 h
u
severe attack of acute bronchitis, bo
severe he could not get out of bed for
a week. The first few doses of
Foley's Honey and Tar relieved him
i and before we had given him the con-- i
tents of one bottle, he was weN.0
The republican party Is down to its final slogan prosperity," the gift Foley's Honey and Tar Compound is
kept continually in our house. It Is
perfectly safe and effective," For sale
by all Druggists.
to the American people of William Howard Taft. The prosperity wouldbe more fully appreciated by the American people, if they could now and
then catch a little of it as it goes soaring up into the altitude of the "high
cost of living."
. n
A Cornell professor says that a new ice age is about to hit the earth.
yrho would like to be the ice man? He's going to lose his job.
Work for the New Mexican. It Is
working for you, for Santa Fe and
the new state
MISS JEAN BLACK,
She is cashier in Davis' Arcade Restaurant, on Fifth Avenue0 Pittsburg.
iTHURSDAY, OCTOBER 17, 1912. SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN PACE SEVEN
P ... .. : a ti . ..... ,1 ...... .. .....11
125 CENTS "DANOERINE" FOR FALLING WANTS
Mexico, witli an all the year round
climate, is paused by because she has
them not. It st ems very certain that
within the next few years we shall
have a transcontinental route built, at
DELICIOUS "SYRUP OF FIGS" FOR A
BAD LIVER OR SLUGGISH BOWELS DHAIR DANDRUFF AIRGROWS
irom tbe showing made, few events
of its kind has equalled it in the
Pecos valley. We had something to
see. People went again and each
time felt repaid for the trouble. The
men of Artesia allowed the alfalfa
festival to lapse but the ladies of
the town are making a success of the
flower show.
Next year we hope to see them
a cost of over $15,(100,000 or about
$5000 a mile. Because of climatic
FOR SALE Two story residence on
FaJace avenue. Lot 00x240 feet. O. O
and scenic advantages, New Mexico
thould be on that route; to be so
would mean an initial expenditure of
over $1,000,000 in our Btate; but her
fate in this connection seems just now
to be hanging in the balance. We
have two transcontinental routes, the
Borderland Route and the Ocean-to-Occa- n
Highway. At this critical time,
Don't Pay 50 Cents For Worthless Hair Tonics Use Old
Reliable, Harmless "Danderine" Get Results.
Watson &. Co.
FOR RENT Houses furnished or
unfurnished. Apply to M. A. Ortiz,
Court House.
HOUSEHOLD goods for sale. Mrs.
McC'arley, No. 2 Lincoln Ave. Op-
posite Elks' Club.
in a larger room with more prizes
to offer, and the parade should con
This Gentle, Effective Fruit Laxative Thoroughly Cleans
Your Stomach, Liver and 30 Feet of Bowels of. Sour
Bile, Poisons, Gases and Clogged-u- p Waste. sist of many times the displays inline this year. One man announced
on the day of the show that he was
going to commence at once to deco-
rate his auto. We will be right along
with you, sir. Pecos Valley News.
let us not be divided; and let any
action taken in this matter by this! FOR RENT Bed rooms, bathbe united and dictated bynection, phone 1G2 J. Inquire rooms
an unselfish policy of state-wid- e good. 111-1- 2 Laughlin block.
a wonderful stomach, liver and bowel
cleanser; regulator and tonic, the
safest and most positive ever devised.
The day of violent purgatives, such
as calomel, pills, salts and castor oil
A harmless cure for sick headache,
for biliousness, for a sour, gassy, dis-
ordered stomach, for constipation, In-
digestion, coated tongue, sallowness,
pimples take delicious Syrup of Figs.
For the cause of all these troubles
lies in a torpid liver and sluggish
The question that confronts us at
T,hin, brittle, colorless and scraggyDanderine from any drug store or
hair is mute evidence of a neslectedteilet counter, and after the first
of dandruff-t- hat awful scurf.
,,catIon will it WB the beBtThere is nothing so U- -s rue ive toInveiltment vpr mdei Your hairthe hair as dandruff. It robs the hairwllI imnlediately tnUe on new lif6ot its lustre, its strength and .Is verylustre and luxuriance ,vhich , solife; eventually producing a feverish-beautlfu- t w b(,c()me an(1ness and itching of the scalp wh.chnuffv aud have tho appearanc0 ofit not remedied causes ho hair rootsabundance an incoll)piu.able giossto shrink, loosen and anthen theand softness, but what will pleasehair talis out fast. you mogt wi De aftpr jugt fewA little Danderine tonight now weeks' use when you will actually see
anytime will surely save your hair.a lot of fine, downy hair new hair
FROM KLINEFELTER'S KOLUMN.
Mrs. Cunningham hands us twoIs past. They were all wrong. You FOR SALE Notional Cash Reg-ister two drawers practically new.
O. C. Watson & Co.got relief,
but at what a cost! They ltfms of. general interest. First, she
acted bv floodine the bowels withiSot a weddidng announcement fromcondition of your thirty feet of bowels.
the coming election is, "Shall we take
advantage of this, the first opportuni-
ty we have had, for the bettering of
highway conditions in New Mexico?"
There is opposition to this bond issue.
Why, I do not know; but candor
A teaspoonful of Syrup of Figs but these fluids were digestive Rev- - J- - M- - Shinier, who used to be
inir-P- svrnn nt vva omhnHv nniv me Metnoaist preacner nere, uui WANTED TO UUY A cooking
range not. smaller than six hole andharmless laxatives, which act in a '"tl ls now Pastor of the M. E. church
night means all poisonous waste
matter, the undigested, fermenting
food and sour bile, gently moved on
and out of the system by morning,
compels the admission that it exists. in good condition. Address "C" thisat Santa Fe, announcing his recent Oet a 2a cent bottle ot Knowlton'sgrowing all over the scalp. It must not be said that it will in- - office.
natural way. It does what right food
would do what eating lots of fruit
and what plenty of exercise will dowithout griping, nausea or weakness.
It means a cheery day tomorrow for the liver, stomach and bowels.
Be sure you get the old reliable and FRANCIS E. LESTER GIVES
GOOD ROADS SUGGESTIONS
marriage to Helen Rebecca Ward of
Albuquerque; and antther is a priv-
ate letter from Ivar Mattson in which
he mentions that he is back in school
In Manhattan and has been unani-
mously elected president of his Sun-
day school class, consisting of 75
young men, mostly college students,
and also president of the Cosmopoli-- j
crease our taxes, for it cannot bp too
often repeated that the approval oE TYPEWRITERS,
this bond issue carries with it no in-- Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
crease in the tax rate. Both interest platens furnished. Ribbons and sup-an-
principal are provided for by the plies. Typewriters sold, exchange,
existing one mill tax levy for state and rented. Standard makes handled,
roads. To carry this bond issue will All repair work and typewriters guar-requi- re
energetic and public spirited j anteod. Santa Fe Typiwrlter Ex-
action by the good roads enthusiasts change. Phono 231.
many bright days thereafter.
Please don't think of gentle, effec-
tive Syrup of Figs as a physic. Don't
think you are drugging yourself, for
luscious figs, senna and aromatlcs can
not injure anyone.
This remarkable fruit preparation is
genuine. Ask your druggist for the
full name, "Syrup of Figs and Elixir
cf Senna," prepared by The California
Fig Syrup Company. Hand back, with
scorn, any Fig Syrup imitation recom-
mended as "just as good." lan ciud ot tne college besides re-
sponsible positions in his literary so of this convention in all parts of our
(By Francis E. Lester.)
The last legislature passed what are
popularly known as four good roads
bills. One of these is the Public High-
ways and Bridges bill, which among
ciety.
We don't suppose Ivar will like us
state. Should the proposition be de-
feated, it would be a crying and last-
ing disgrace to our state that would
set back the good roads movement not
NEWS OF THE STATE for making use of the informationcontained in a private letter because
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department or the Interior, U. S.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M
September 13, 1912.
Notice is hereby given that Raffaele
Pettine, of Santa Fe, N. M., who, on
August 22, 1905, made Homestead
Entry No. S479-0693- for SE 1-- 4 NW
4 E SW 4 Sec. 13 and NE 4
has $1S,000,000 available. Going far-
ther from home, Ohio and New York
are each issuing road bonds hi the
sum of $50,000,000; Pennsylvania
votes next month on a bond issue of
similar amount; and even down in
the south, where we are accustomed
to think that people pay little atten-
tion to state highways, Louisiana,
with seven times the assessed valua-
tion of New Mexico, expended last
year thirty times as much on her roads
as did our state. Our state and county
highways stand, in New Mexico, as
elsewhere, as an index to the civiliz-
ation and character of her citizens;
and without them we cannot mater
other things, provides for a state high-
way commission, county road boards,
and a general plan of administering
the state highways. A second bill au-
thorizes counties to issue bonds for
the construction and maintenance of
roads and bridges. A third bill pro-
vides that delinquent taxes collected
less than five years. If it is approv-
ed as it must be approved and if
the proceeds are wisely administered,
as under our present state highway
commission I believe they will be, we
he is a modest sort of cub, but we
won't stop for that, as we are glad
to see a young fellow with the right
stuff In him making his way wholly
on his merits. That's Ivar. Obar
Progress.
ARTIST'S EXHIBITION.
Mr. and Mrs. E. Irving Couse kept
open house to the public last Satur
NW Section 24, Township 11 N.,shall find that within three years the
mutton species in this section of the
country. The wool is light, but Mr.
Schmidt informed the reporter that
the difference in weight as mutton
producer more than compensates the
sheep man for the loss on wool. San
Marcial Standard.
citizens of our state will be crying for j Ranse 13 E., N. M. P. M., has filed
THE RANGE GOOD.
Stockmen report the range over this
slope the best for the past six
years. More rains this week have
added to the splendid prospects for
the sheep, cattle and horse raisers
and it insures the best of alfalfa pas-
ture for the farmers. The dry farm-
ers of the plains country east are no
doubt delighted with the good rains.
Artesia Advocate.
additional bond issues for this great """V "L maKe nve-yea-rproof, to establish claim to the landwork. And If Dona Ana county, sin-
gle handed, can carry the burden
as we are going to carry it of a
shall be turned over to the road and
school funds. The fourth of these
bills provides for the issuing by the
state of New Mexico of bonds in the
sum of $500,000, for the construction
and maintenance of a system of state
highways.
day afternoon. Tea was Berved andGETTING ACQUAINTED.
" Some people say that the people ially progress
as we should. We need
these highways first for our own citi- -
zens. In Dona Ana county, for exThe bonds provided for by this bill ample, where we are hemmed in by
Receiver, U. S. Land Office, at Santa
Fe, New Mexico, on the 6th day of
November, 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses: Cruz
Griego, of Leyba, N. M., Macarlo Ley-abo-
described, before Register or
ba, of Leyba, N. M., Miguel Pettine,
ot Willard, N. M.. John Pettine, of
Willard, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
bad roads on three sides out of four
of that or this town fight too much
among themselves. That's all right,
did you ever see a good town where
the people didn't quarrel some? A
town where the people don't quarrel
is usually one where there is nothing
going on worth quarreling over, a
dead town where the people are not
we need a fifty-mil- e good road to pAit
enjoyed by all. .This social event was
given so that all, who were so in-
clined, might view Mr. Couse's paint-
ings before the Couses left for their
eastern home for the winter. Mr.
Couse who Is a member of the artist
colony of Taos, has a picturesque
home and studio In our village. He is
an artist of note, having last winter
received for his paintings, the Isi
$100,000 road bond issue, surely the
state, with its twenty-si- x counties,
ought not to fail of approving a bond
issue of only five timeB that amount,
which carries with it no increase
in taxation.
I suggest to the New Mexico Good
Roads association that the facts con-
cerning this state road bond Issue be
actively disseminated between now
and election day to the citizens of
our state, by the following means:
IT'S UP TO DATE.
The 47th star edition of the McKin-le- y
county Republican is indeed en-
titled to rank in the star class. It is
in magazine form, comprising thirty-nin- e
pages, and is filled with attrac-
tive illustrations and informing read-
ing matter. The edition is a credit
us In touch with the public spirited
citizens of Deming and Luna county,
instead of traveling, as we now must.
by railroad ninety miles. We want NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
No. 09703.
are to be dated January I, 1913, and
they carry interest at the rate of 4
per cent per annum. They are re-
deemable commencing six years later
January 1, 1919 in the sum of
$20,000 per annum up to and includ-
ing the year 1943, a period of twenty-fiv- e
years. The bonds are to be sold
as required for state highways and
upon request, by resolution, of the
state highway commission. The
money derived from these bonds is
to be apportioned to the various
counties of our state in proportion to
lively enough to quarrel. Springer is
a good town, its people fight and
quarrel sometimes, but the death rate
on that score has been very small dur-
ing its existence. The quarrels are
generally of a friendly nature of the
to its publishers and a boomer for
McKinley county.
a road east, that we can neighbor
with our fellow citizens of Otero
county, and beyond that reach the
beautiful Pecos valley, which Is 150
miles distant from us, but to reach
which we must travel --by rail 52S
miles. AVe want a highway that will
forgetful kind, rather on the order
make it possible for us to come
dore medal, which is one of the signal
honors in exclusive art circles in
America. Mr. Couse's paintings typi-
fies the Indian in his natural state.
One of the artist's most prominent
pictures on exhibit was "The Plant-
ing of the Prayer Bulb to the Water
God." The Indian brave has quit the
battle field and the chase, and has
come to the cool bubbling spring
where his tribe and ancestors have
for centuries quenched their burning!
thirst. He finds the water receding
of a western method of getting ac-
quainted one of the perquisites of
a lively and hustling town worth liv-
ing in. Springer Stockman.
the amount paid by each county into north into Sierra county, Socorro
the state road fund under the present
1. An active propaganda by the
publication in the weekly and daily
press of our state between now and
election day of a series of short arti-
cles clearly setting forth the facts.
2. An earnest appeal by this asso-
ciation to the leadei-- and workers of
all political parties in the" state to
recommend affirmative action on the
proposed bond issue, from the public
platform, or to invite good roads en-
thusiasts to speak upon it.
3. The publication of a leaflet in
both languages concisely setting forth
the arguments for affirmative action,
and an organized distribution of the
Department of the Interior, U. B.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Sept.
24, 1912.
Notice is hereby given that B. n
Leonard, of Santa Fe, N. M., who
on April 20, 1909, made Homestead
Entry No. 09703, for Lots 1, 2, 3, 4,
Sec. 2, Lot 1, Sec. 3, Township 16 N.,
Range 9 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has
filed notice of intention to make
Proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before Register
or Receiver, U. S Land Office, Santa
Fe, New Mexico, on the 15th day of
November, 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses:
George S. Tweedy, Charles A. Se
Ingo, T. P. Delgado, Damasio Mon-tcy-
all of Santa Fe, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
PECULIAR ACCIDENT.
Yesterday morning while Sam Fos-
ter and some of his men were at work
with some cattle about fifteen miles
northwest of town Foster's horse
stumbled over a cow that was lying
down, fell and rolled over Mr. Foster,
hurting him seriously. One of the
cowboys took the horse, which was
not injured by the fall, and cqine to
town after the doctor, making the
fifteen ,miles . jn -- prty.wlnute,s
Crocker found him badly bruised,
with no bones broken, but Indications
of internal injuries. He was brought
one mill state road tax levy. This
levy provides the sinking and interest
funds to care for the proposed bonds;
therefore the bond Issue calls for no
Increase In the tax rate. The bond
Issue is to be voted upon at the gen
UNUSUAL ACCIDENT.
Oscar Montgomery, who was called
to his home at Rising Star, Texas, last,
week by telegram announcing a fatal
accident to his parents, arrived there
county, Valencia and Bernalillo coun-
ties; and we want to know, as we only
can know through the medium of a
connecting highway, the good people
of the commercial capital of our
state, from whom, so far as high-
ways are concerned, we are at present
isolated. Our other counties have
equally urgent needs, and these needs
must be satisfied in the relatively
and if something does not soon tran-
spire, his braves, the squaws, and the eral election held November 5th of
this year; less than one monthJust in- timaio see them, buried. The papooses who are so dear to him,
will suffer the pangs of thirst. Thisterrible accident was caused by adouble barrel shotgun falling from US
resting place on the wall. The old
people had retired for the night and
same throughout the state before and
Indian1 who stands so erect, has jusl
planted the "Prayer Bulb" to satisfy
the Water God who can replenish the on election day.asked a son to close the door. The A vote for this bond issue is a vote
For the first time in the history of
New Mexico we are offered a reason-
able and efficient plan for the con-
struction of state highways. Here-
tofore the excuse has been that our
laws were insufficient as a basis for
spring. This spring so true to nature
near future if our state is to prop-
erly serve the needs of its citizens.
We need these highways to attract
the best citizenship of other states.
Every dollar expended by our state on
state highways carries with it an
extra two dollars' worth of the most
door had expanded and did not shut , to borrow money at less than 5 peries half hidden between the big rootsooaHir Tho Vtmr nnitc 4 n ci Vi tirfiltVi6,D ... v nUu... .01 e'aer whose hranrhes covcaused the gun to fall. In catching g,anul
cent and invest it in highways that
will pay a dividend of over 25 per
cent per annum; and it is a vote toand definite work towards this end.Today we have the laws, and they are
cicu wiiii ucauiiiui luimge repre-
sents the background. Taos Valley
News. put those dividends directly into the
Dockets of our common people. It Isgood laws; the time has come for ac
effective kind of advertising to the
outside world that attracts investors
and home builders. We need our
share of the flood of gold turned
to town, where he can be cared for.
Lordsburg Liberal.
'" " A NEW ONE.
Franz Schmidt and family came in
from their ranch on the Jornado Mon-
day afternoon to visit friends for a
few days. Mr. Schmidt brought along
a Persareno lamb five months old
that weighed 65 pounds. He had the
lamb killed and divided it among his
many friends in San Marcial. The
, Persareno is a cross between the Per-
sian and Merino breeds of sheep and
in a few years it will be the chief
tion.
Now, how can these state-wid- e lose each vear Dy tne tourists. Do
at the gun he knocked it against the
wall, striking the hammers in a way
that both barrels were discharged.
The charges struck the father and
mother both in the head, killing one
instantly and the other living but
a short time. Dayton Informer.
GOOD FLOWER SHOW.
The annual flower festival of Ar-
tesia was held last Saturday and
vou know that American touristsconditions be best remedied? High
The Temperature The thermome-
ter ranged from 37 to 64 degrees yes-
terday and the average relative hu-
midity for the day was 40 per cent.
Yesterday was a clear and pleasant
day with a mean temperature of 50
r just normal.
way improvements cost money, and to
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, '
New Mexico, Sept 20, 1912.
Notice Is hereby given that Toribio
Gonzales, of Pecos, New Mexico, who
on August 2G, 1907, made Homestead
application, No. 04732-1191- for Lots
1 and 2, Section C and Lot 4, Section
5, Township 1G N., Range 12 E., N. M.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of inten-
tion to make five-yea- r proof, to estab-
lish claim to the land above described,
before Register and Receiver, U. S.
Land Office, at Santa Fe, New Mexico,
op. the Sth day of November, 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Emilio Gonzales, Pedro Rivera, Cres-tin- o
Rivera, Enrique Rivera, all of
Pecos, New Mexico. ,
MANUEL R. OTER,
Register.
Wm. A. Allen, Chacon, N. Mex.,
writes: "My wife had a cough that
nearly choked her to death, the worst
I ever saw. We tried everything we
a vote to expend for roads in each
county of the state an average sum
of $19,000, varying, according to tax-
able wealth, from an estimated sum
of $5,500, as in the case of Sandoval
county, up to $42,000, as in the case
of Chaves county; and all this without
increase in taxation.. It is a vote to
take $500,000 of idle money out of the
banks and trust companies and to
put it into highways that will benefit
all of our citizens of all classes. It
is a vote to expend 80 per cent of that
sum for labor and materials right
here at home, where the money will
go back into the pockets of our citi-
zens and into the channels of home
trade. It is a vote in favor of in-c- i
eased propert y values, decreased
cost of hauling, better country
schools, lower farm expenses, better
trade for our merchants, and conser-
vation in its most potent and practical
Coffee Poisonmg
spent in Europe, in the year 1911
alone, over $80,000,000? For what?
Largely to see natural beauties no
more magnificent than what we have
in New Mexico today. We deserve
and we need our share of that money.
We have the blue skies of Italy, the
mountains of Switzerland, the vine-
yards of France, the climate of
Spain, the beautiful forests of central
Europe, the most picturesque of all
native races, and the largest irriga-
tion storage dam in America. These
things are a sealed book to our tour-
ists, because of the lack of public
highways. Open that sealed book.
Euild our highways. Invite our fel-
low countrymen of the United States,
raise that money two ways naturally
suggest themselves. One is by the
levying of a tax, the other by the is-
suing of bonds. The tax levying
plan of building highways, either
county, or state, is unfair to those
who pay the cost! is wholly insuffic-
ient to accomplish much in the build-
ing of roads! and is seldom very suc-
cessful. It has been tried both in our
county and in the state in the past, and
the results have been patch work ef-
fort, and one of the first essentials
in the building of a road, namely, that
it start from a trade center and go
somewhere, is often lacking". How
many of our counties in the past ten
years have built from our regular
road tax levy any considerable amount
of permanent road? The only sat-
isfactory way to finance the construc
could think of but did her no good.
By good luck I happened to get a bot
is a frequent cause of many human aches and
ailments.
But people seldom lay the blame where it belongs until troubles multiply and the
doctor says " quit coffee 99
The coffee drinker who is annoyed by headache, nervousness, indigestion, heart
palpitation, biliousness or lack of sleep, can prove to a certainty whether coffee is
the cause by stopping it ten days and using
and within a few years you will see
the citizens of Europe coming to us tle of Foley's Honey and Tar ComIt is a vote that stands as ant hohniH natural hpmitlps iust as lorm.
wonderful as those which Americans evidence of civic pride, of good cltl- pound
and it helped her at once. It
is the best cough medicine I ever
heard of." For sale by all druggists.
zenshlp, and as a justification for the
blessing of statehood.tion of permanent state and county
now cross the ocean to visit. The
Denver chamber of ' commerce says
are
...D it .t,.ih,,im th mat that Colorado, whose highwaysM to is
.pb ; aover' - "bound winter,future years, and thus places the
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at
Santa Fe. N. M., Sept. 12, 1912.
TIME TABLE ALL
LOCAL TRAINSrveBl "l " 'more equitably ,burden of payment
on those who use the roads, Il'Om mis tourisi uauu aiuue, oiuiyjbecause she has good roads; Newbothand Notice is hereby given that Reyesnow ana in me yeurs iu tumc, The following are the time table Valencia, of Kennedy, N. M., who, onPOSTUM of the local --railroads: April 12th, 1909. made Homesteadj Entry No. 09579 f NE Sectionsecondly, because it makes possiDiean investment at a low rate of inter-est that pays to the citizens of ourstate enormous dividends in the
money saved each year. Under the
proposed state road bond issue, the
bonds are to be paid off starting in
1919, and ending in 1943, a period of
SAID SHE
WOULD FAINT
Mrs. Delia Long Unable to Stand
On Her Feet More Than a Few
Minutes at a Time.
SLEEP DESTROYERS
Tea and Coffee.
She suffered from nervousness
day and sleeplessness by night.
"A. T. & 8. F. Ry."
Leave
8:10 a. m., to connect WiUi No. i
westbound and No. 10 eastbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe at 12:10
p. m.
Leave Santa Fe at 3:30 p. m. to
connect with No. 1 westbound and No.
eastbound.
Returning arrive at Santa Fe 6 P. u
by
twentv-nv- e years. Carefully and
24, Township 13 N., Range 8 B., N. M.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of in-
tention to make Final Three Tear
Proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before Harry C. Kin-sel- l,
U. S. Commissioner, at Stanley,
N. M., on the 4th day of November,
1912.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Polito Hoybal, of Kennedy, N. M.;
Julian Romero, of Kennedy, N. M.;
Abalino Valencia, of Kennedy, N. M.,
and Trinidad Martinez, of Hyer, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
wisely expended, the proceeds of the
bond issue will construct the begin-
ning of a comprehensive system of
state highways that will be used not
only by the present generation but by
those who come after us twenty-fiv- e
or thirty years from now, and who,
under this plan, will bear their share
of the cost of the roads they use.
Civic pride and state pride require
that we be up and doing in this mat-
ter. ' Already we are behind in this
great movement for good roads that
This healthful beverage, made entirely of
choice Northern wheat and the juice of Southern
sugar-can- e, tastes much like coffee but contains
no caffeine, the habit-formin- g, health-destroyin- g
drug in both tea and coffee.
Everyone can drink Postum with fullest benefit.
Thousands of former tea and coffee drinkers
have found it a means of regaining health and in-
creasing their comfort. - !,
" There's a Reason "
Postum Cereal Co., Ltd., Battle Creek, Mich'.
"Up to three years ago," writes a
young woman, "I was in the habit of
drinking coffee freely and did not real-
ize that it was injuring my health,"
(tea contains caffeine the same drug
found In cdffee) "till I was suddenly
made the victim of violent head-
aches so violent that I was compelled
to give up household activities and
slay in bed much of the time. Then
insomnia came upon me and the
wretchedness of sleepless nights was
added to the agony of painful days.
"This lasted till a year ago, when
I was persuaded by a friend to give up
coffee entirely and use Postum. The
result was, in less than a week I
began to feel the change for the bet-
ter, my nerves grew stronger and I
began to sleep nights. Day by day
the Improvement continued and in a
short time I was restored to health.
My headaches left me, the nervous-
ness passed away entirely, and I en-
joy good, sound sleep at night.
"This ls what I owe to Postum, and
I feel it but right to tell you of It."
Name given by Postum Co., Battle
Creek, Mich. Read the little book,
"The Road to Wellvine," In pkgs.
Leave Santa Fe at 6:20 p. m. to co
nect with No. 7 westboun 1 and No. 4
eastbound.
Returning arrive Santa Fe at 8:35
p. m.
Leave Santa Fe at 8:50 p. m. to con
nect with No. 8 eastbound and No, V
westbound.
Returning, arrive at Santa Fe, 11:30
p. m.
Passengers for the Beien cut-of- f
and Pecos' Valley points shouil now
leave at 3:30 p. m. Instead of 7 20 ai
heretofore. Connection leaves Albu
querque at 7:65 p. m. instead of 2:2
a. m.
D. A ft. G. Ry.
Leaves 10:05 . m. for north.
Arrive 4:20 p. m. from north
NEW MEXI.O CENTRAL RV
Leave 12:45 p. sn., connects with
So. 4 east end 1 south and west.
Arrive 4:15 p. m. with connection!
from No. S east
Pendergrass, Ga. Mrs. Delia Long;
of this place, in a recent, letter, says:
"For five or six years, 1 suffered agon-
ies with womanly troubles.
Often, I couldn't sit up more than a
few minutes at a time, and if I stood
on my feet long, I would faint.
I took Cardui, and it helped me Im-
mediately. Now, I can do my work all
the time, and don't suffer like I did."
Take Cardui when you feel ill in any
way weak, tired, miserable, or under
the weather. Cardui ls a strength-buildin- g
tonic medicine for women.
It has been found to relieve pain and
distress caused by womanly troubles,
and ls an excellent medicine to have ok
hand at all times. ,
Cardui acts oa the womanly consti-
tution, building up womanly strength,
toning up the nerves, and regulating
the womanly organs.
Its half century of success is due to
merit It has done good to thousands.
WU1 you try It? It may be just what
you need. Ask your druggist about
Cardui. He will recommend it.
N. B. TTrito to - Udl Advisory DP.. Ch-M-
Medicine Co.. Chattanooga. Tenn..for bpecutl
Imtruetiom, mi g book. "Horn. Tniiaai
far Women," Mat 1b plain wrapptr, oo natntU
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, U .S.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Oct.
10, 1912.
Notice is hereby given that Pino
Villanueva, of Galisteo, N. M., who on
Sept. 21st, 1907, made Homestead En-
try No. 1205G-0483- for SW 1-- Sec-
tion 14, Township 13 N., Range 9 E.,
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
of intention to make final five year
proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before H. C. Kinsell,
at Stanley, N. M., on the 22d day of
November, 1912..
Claimant names as witnesses:
Estevan Encinas, of Galisteo, N. M.;
Julio Montoya, of Galisteo, N. M.; An-tcn- io
Villanueva, Galisteo, N. M.; Jose
Villanueva, of Galisteo, N. M.
is sweeping the country. The states
around us, proportion of taxable
wealth considered, are ahead of us. In
Texas, in the month of February.
1912, alone, just five counties issued
roads bonds to a total of over two and
a half million dollars. The last leg-
islature of Arizona made a cash ap-
propriation for her state roads of
$250,000 half our proposed bond
and arrangements are now being
made to authorize at the next legisla-
ture a bond issue of $5,000,000. On
November 5th, Colorado, with a total
assessed valuation six times that of
New Mexico, votes on a road bond is-
sue of $10,000,000, which ia twenty
times our proposed issue. California
ads. always MANUEL) R, OTERO,New Mexican want
bring returns. Register.
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Installation work. He says the powerLOCAL ITEMS. TEXAS STORMWAS A BAD ONE
"The Home of Quality Groceries" THE WEATHER. J
TW3BKTTY YEiKS- -Makes a tfreat difiference in most women. They are troubled with "nerves"
they suffer from backache, headache, sleeplessness, a sensation of irritability or
twitching, hot flashes, dizzy spells, or many other symptoms of female weakness.
The local disorder and inlmmmation should bo treated with Dr. E'ierco'o Lotion
Tablets and the irrejjulurity and weakness of the fjKiiile system corrected ond
strengthened with Dr. Pierce's Favorite I rescription. Tho strain upon the youn,1
woman or' the woman of middle ce upon the narvo and biood (onr.ing structures
may be too great for her strenfitli. This is the time to take this restorative tonio
and strength-givin- g nervine and retfulntoi . For over forty years sold by ilrugtfjts
for woman's peculiar weaknesses end distressing ailments. The on remedy so perfect
nnmtuiritifMI Ol'.H K.O rffinH in PTflvt fClC'r.tH 18 tO WUrrtlnt
Santa Fe, N. M., Oct. 17 For X
New Mexico: Tonight and Friday K
fair. Not much change in tern- - SS
perature. X
house and the dam there alone cost
$19,000,000 and required nine years to
construct it. The total output of the
plant is about 75,000 horse power mak-
ing It one of the largest hydro-electri- c
plants in the world. Mr. Goebel is a
graduate of the Santa Fe high school.
Since entering the employ of the
Westinghouse company he has-be-en
promoted rapidly.
Civilization has exacted certain
penalties from the race corns which
interfere with exercise. Zook has a
corn cure, however.
New Orleans, La., Oct. 17. The
storm which swept across the lower
Texas coast, yesterday, has moved
inland and is now centered south-
east of San Antonio, where it shows
decreased Intensity, according to re-
ports received by the local weather
bureau.
Washington, D. C, Oct. 17. The
life saving station at Brazos, Texas,
was destroyed by a hurricane last
night according to a telegram receiv-
ed by General Superintendent Kim-
ball today. The crew is safe.
its makers in printing ila every ingreoient ca ita out'jidc
'Vt tttt of1 wh' . oV.cIntl v rnntcins neither
, clcohol nor injurious or habit-formin- g drugu.
WE LIKE TO MEET YOU
Face to Face,
THAT
WOULD
BE OUR CHOICE!
v.
cf similar o::es end cited merely to illustrate these remarks :
"In the winter of 1908, 1 became greatly rim down and Inwilar,"
writes Mrs. Henry Scott, of Swan Creek, Mich., Koute 1, Box 49. I
elowly but surely grew worse, and, at last, resolved to apply to the doc-
tors for help. The doctor said I hnd inflammation, enlargement and lacer-
ation. I was in lied eleven weeks and got no better. The doctor said I
would have to have an operation, but to that t would not listen. My hus-
band purchased two bottles of Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription. When
I started to take this remedy I could not walk across the floor, but after
I had taken three bottles I could feel myself gaining, so I dropped the
doctor and took Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription. Only for it I think
1 would have been dead- -l really believe it suvcJ my life. I feel bettel
cow than in twenty years."
CONSUL A SUICIDE.
Teneriffe, Canary Island, Oct 17.
William Whitney Kitchen, United
States consul at Laguna, committed
suicide last night by shooting himself
with a revolver. He was a sufferer
A little want ad costs tout a few
cents and brings wonderful results
when published in the New Mexican.
Try one. "from chronic heart disease. ,Mna. Scott.But When This Can't Be The Case
IN TELEPHONING
The New Mexican. If your business
s about advertising, subscriptions or
Job work, please call up "31 W." If
you wish to speak to the editor or give
any news, please phone "31 J."
If It's Real Estate Hayward Has It.
The Boy Scouts meet and drill at
the Scout rooms tomorrow evening.
Salt Bricks for your horse and cow
at GOEBELS.
The Woman's Aid society of the
Presbyterian church will meet at 2:30
p. m. Friday, at the residence of Mrs
John Mayes, of Marcy street.
Pure rich Jersey cream at Kaune's.
Phone your order.
From Tight Shoes little corn do
grow, but "Zook'S; Corn Cure" will
make walking easy.
FOR SALE Fine apples $2.50 per
barrel of 150 pounds. Phone Casner
ranch, 1262 W.
WANTED Woman to take charge
of dining room as head waitress.
Must speak good English. Coronado
Restaurant. V.7&
The Woman's Auxiliary and the
Guild of the Church of the Holy Faith
OFFICIAL NEWS,We Hope To Hear Your Voice!
Use 'Phone 4 For Choice Groceries
Even if the Frost Did Come We Still Have
FLOWERS
TriE clarendon garden
jthe radiant energy received from the
jsun.This machine is used largely in
R. V. BOYLE, Mgr.Phone Black 12.
determining very high temperatures,
such as those of furnaces and the
like.
It was started to work this morn-
ing on the third floor of the Capital
City Bank building where-- the weather
bureau is located. An electrical at-
tachment furnishes the machine en-
ergy to keep up with the sun, turn-
ing toward the King of Day as the
great luminary sweeps across the
Just ReceivedAnother Car of
" Empress Flour"
HThere Is No Better Flour Made At Any Price PC
TRY IT NOW!
$1.50 Per Sack $1.50
will meet at 2:30 o'clock tomorrow
afternoon with Mrs. Llewellyn 4 Hall
at the Episcopal rectory.
The governor has appointed W. S.
Gilliam and Francis E. Lester, of
Mesilla Park, N. M., members of the
county road board of Dona Ana coun-
ty.
MEETS TODAY.
The equalization board meets again
this afternoon.
LOAN COMMISSIONERS.
The board of loan commissioners
is meeting today at the office of At-
torney General Frank X. Clancy.
INDIANS HERE.
Three Indians were brought from
San Juan county as a result of the
disturbance up there a few days ago.
WILL MEASURE HEAT.
Much interest has been aroused
over the visit here of H. H. Kimball,
professor of meteorlogy at Washing-
ton, and in charge of the solar radia-
tion investigation made by the govern-
ment. Solar radiation may seem to
be a theme of interest only to weather
observers, but it is of vital importance
to many others. No man, for in-
stance, would try to grow sugar beets
in a new locality without trying to
heavens.
Just to remind you that Sparks'
Vacuum. Cleaner cleans your carpet
on the ilooi as well as your walls and
ceilings. $1.00 per aay. ....
Perea is Secretary Deputy U. S.
Marshal Jose L. Perea of Albuquerque
is the secretary of the republican
state central committee. There was
Professor Wilson said that .the ma-
chine recorded one and four-tenth- s
calories to a minute on each square
centimeter of surface, which is not
exceedingly high for Santa Fe. The
explanation of this may be due to
the dust in the air this morning, for
dust serves as a kind of parasol.
The visit of the pyrheliometer to
Santa Fe is another mark of the in-
terest of the world in this city for
there are but two other pyrheliometers
placed in weather bureaus in the
considerable delay over the selection.
Insure With Hayward and Rest Con-
tent.
Warranty Deed A warranty..
was filed in the office of the county
clerk today. It is ff om David Low- -
I Phone 4 F. ANDREWS Phone 4
United States.
Professor Kimball will spend three
weeks here measuring solar
sity and instructing the weather men
itzki to Isidore Ferran for property
on Johnson street; consideration $1.
j If one will go barefoot one can
escape corns, but who wishes to go
barefooted? Zook has an easier way
a corn cure! (
Committee Meets The republicanSQDTT7 jewelerTHE
ascertain the intensity of sunlight on
which the sweetness of the beet de-
pends.
Prof. Kimball has brought with
him a machine which is called a Mar-
vin "Pyreheliometer" and which is
the third to be installed in weather
bureaus of the country. It looks like
a wooden ball with an aluminum tube
attached to it and is really a heat
measurer, determining the intensity of
From a given amount of wood the
WILSON HEATER
with the Hot Blast Down-Dra- ft will
produce twice as much heat as any
other. It is because the Down-Dra- ft
consumes all the fuel and the gases
which arise from it, whereas in other
heaters the gases, which constitute one-ha- lf
the burnable part of the fuel, escape
unburned up the chimney. You can
start a fire in ten minutes and hold it
for 36 hours.
Remember, it is fuel cost which
counts. - - .' ' "
The Wilson saves one-ha- lf your juel
here on the working of the Marvin
marvelous measurer.
Born in New Hampshire, Prof.
Herbert Harvey Kimball was grad-
uated from the New Hampshire col-
lege and later entered what is now
the George Washington University
from which he took two degrees, Ph.
T). in 1910. He was an observer from
'84 to '85 and assistant editor of the
Monthly Weather Review from 1901
to 1903; librarian from 1904 to 1908.
He is the author of numerous papers
on meteorology, and one of the world's
authorities on solar radiation.
HEADQUARTERS FOR
HIGH-GRAD- E
WATCHES
AND
CLOCKS
central committee of Santa Fe coun-
ty met here yesterday and elected U.
S. Senator T. , B. Catron chairman;
Marcelino A. Ortiz, secretary, and
Celso Lopez, treasurer,
Elegantly Furnished Rooms for rent.
The finest rooms In the city, having
all modern conveniences, Including
electric light, steam heat and hatha.
The European Hotel," centrally lo-
cated. State Progressive Headquart-
ers in the hotel.
Padilla Is Dead Komulo .Padilla,
aged 29 years, died of pneumonia at
his home on College street yester-
day morning, survivtng nrm are nis
mother and two sisters. The funeral
will take place at 7:30 a. m. tomorrow
from the Cathedral. Interment will
be made in Rosario cemetery.
Tackles Big Job Mr. and Mrs. W.
H. Goebel have received a letter from
their son stating he has been sum-
moned to Wilkinsburg, Pa., on some
Santa Fe Hardware
and Supply Co.
Just Arrived !
Another large assortment
latest shapes in Hats, such
as FELT, VELOUR VEL-
VET, Etc. Also carry fine
line of Stamped Articles
for Embroidery
MI5SA.MUGLER
SOUTHEAST CORNER PUZA.
' r
marshal Killed
by supposed thief;
Fairfax, Okla., Oct. 17. In a duel
with W. B. Skirvington, a man wanted
on a charge j)f horse theft, at Gr,iy
Horse, seven miles east of here Su
morning,1 James Murphy, marshal
of Fairfax was shot and instantly kil-led by the man whom he attempted
to place under arrest. Skirvington
I
Time Pieces That Are
Reliable!
HAVE VOIR WATCH CLEANED
OCCASIONALLY.II
escaped on horseback.
st
. i
4
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'
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DON'T BELIEVE IN DREAMS !
ffTfimrnwrwrfff? Vm
usm,m him i i SWEATERS!
We show all the best models in
Sweaters, with the
0 SWEATER COAT
easily in the lead, all worsted yarns,
full fashioned, extra heavy knit. We
can match the sweater notion of
every lady or gentleman.
And see yourself in cheap Tailor-Mad- e
Clothes. You can't get any
better clothes than we can show
you, no matter what tailor takes
your measure and assist? you untli
the last stitch.
No Matter How You Get Them
No Matter Who Makes It For You
No Matter How Much You. Pay
There are no better Clothes made
than our
HART SCHAFFNER 'ft MARX
CLOTHES
You get certainty of quality in fab-
rics, certainty of correct style, cer-
tainty of honest tailoring, certainty
of good fit. If you don't get them
all we'll give you back your money.
THIS IS THE ONLY PLACE AND THE ONLY WAY TO
Children1
BYRON COLLAR with 2 pockets,plain cardi-
gan and fancy stitching. Good weight.
WE HAVE ALL
THE HOME OF.
GET CERTAINTY IN CLOTHES! flHart Schaffner& Marx Clothes
IX T A TTn IT A IX T A TT n rr tnTHE BEST OF ALL CLOTHES rA n a a w orn u
'
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